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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This project was initiated by theU;S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and
co()rdinated with the Federal Aviation Administration. The principalobjective of this
project wast:oexamine thedrcurntances unclerwhich alternate airports do and do not
fu.lfil the rcileof serving a significant portion of the air carrii:rpassenger demand ina
metropolitan region. The study offers options for consideration that could address the
impediments to the effective use of alternate airports. 

The use of alternate airports is one of the approaches availableto address the
airfield capacity shortfalls at large hub airports. Other measures include: the
construction of new runways; the installation of new technology for instrument
approaches and airspace management; and the useo! demand management strategies.
The most signifcant increase in capacity is likely to result from the construction of new
runways. In the pastfive years at the 31 large hub airports, three new rumvayshave
opened and ten more are under construction. In total, all but nine of these 31 airports
have eitheropenedanewrunway in the pastfiveyears, are constructing one now, or
are considering a new runway or runway configuration. However, there are several
keymetropolitanareas that have large hub airports that lack the physical space or.the
pUlJIicconsensus to add an additional runway (eitheratexisting airports or through the
construction of new airports). !tis in these locations that the potential of alternate
airports to serve air carrier passenger demand is particularly important.

The Federal Aviation Administration s Benchmark. airports (the 31 large hubs
except Fort Lauderdale and Portand, plus Memphis) were used to identify

. .

metropolitan areas that had capacity problems evidenced by high levels of current
delay.. Athreshold valtieof 1,5 delayS pet 1 000 operations was used to indicate a
congested airport, The most delay prone areas were reviewed and four case study
locations were selected fOr more in depth analysis. These included the following:

Boston
Los Angeles.

+ New YorkCity
Sf. Louis

Figure ES1 shows capacity and delay statistics for the airports in the case study areas.
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Figure ES-

Capacity and Delay in the Case Study Areas

The study teanalso reviewed prior studies ofmultipleairpCJt regions and
paSsenger choice among airports in1netropolitan areas. . From ths literature; it was

. learned that a second airport is generally only viable once the principal airport in 
area exceeds 10 inllon anual originating passengers, In general, airport choice in
multiple airport regions is governed by travel costs, including access time and costs,
and schedule availabilty in terInof the frequency and types of service;

METHODOLOGY

The.study considered alternate airports as those being within 70 miIes of one.
the case study airports. The study team visited each selected study area and conducted
interviews with metropolitan planng organizations, airport officials, and relevant
AAstaff. In theexaInation of alternate airports to he considered, an airport had to

have commercial scheduled service and at least oneruriway greater than 6,000 feet in
length, ExceptJortheStLouisarea, which had only one alternate airport, a number of
existig and potential alternate airports were identified in each study area.

Without a detailed capacity and utilzation analysis, it is not possible to
determine exactly how much capacity is avaiable at alternate airports within a. region.
This depends in part on the abilty to overcome existing limitations on the usage of
certain airports, the abilty to expand existing alternate airports, and the role tha.t such
airports may playintheregibn s future air transportation system. The study did find,
hOWever, that airports closer to the Benchnarkairportsor the central business district
were generally more difficult to developbecauseof existing limitations on the level of
activity, environmental cbnCernsor a. need for access improvements that raised either 
environmental or community objections. In general, the airports on the periphery of the
metropolitan regions had more capacity available and fewetlimitations on future
development. However, these airports are located farther from the current population

GRA, Incorpoi:ated .
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centers, and may need substantial access improvements' before they can attract
sufficient levels of traffic.

Alternate airports make use of existing inrastructure and can provide a more
effcient use of limted federal funds for airport development. They can reduce demand
and delay at congested Benchmark airports by serving some of the traffic demand that
would otherwise be served at congested airports.

THE CASE STUDIES

Each of the four case study areas is unique in the role that alternate airports have
played or could play in helping the area meet air transportation needs. They range
from clear success stories such as the Boston area where alternate airports with
substantial air carrier activity were developed in Providence and Manchester with the
support of the proprietor of Boston s Logan Airort (Massport) to St. Louis where an
alternate airport was developed in llinois at Scott Air Force Base which has had little
succesS in attacting and retaining scheduled service.

The case studies in New York and Los Angeles also show promise for the use of
alternate airports. In both cases, these are already viable multiple airport regions.
However, both areas are facing capacity limitations at existing airports and need to
bring additional capacity on line. In the case of New York, it looks like the most
substantial capacity wil be available on the periphery of the metropolitan area
including Stewart Airport in New York; Lehigh Valley International Airport in
Allentown, Pennsylvania, and Trenton Mercer County Airport in New Jersey (if
increased use were approved locally). Each of these airports could provide substantial
additional capacity for the New York metropolitan area, butthey are located at the
periphery of the region; As such, access improvements may be necessary to make them
attractive to the region s air travelers.

In the case of Los Angeles, the Ontario airport has considerable expansion
potential. Only modest additional capacity could be made. available at other close-
alternate airorts were administrative limitations on aircraft operations relaxed. L
Angeles also has a number of large under-utiized airports on the periphery of the
region, including PalmdalejUSAF Plant 42, San Bernardino, March Air Force Reserve
Base, and the Southern California Logistics Airport. These are located at a distance
from the population centers and, for their development as alternate airports, they
would need either more growth in the local area or aCcess improvements to reduce the
travel time to these facilties.

GRA, Incorporated
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STRONG REGIONAL PLANNING

Each of thefour case studies shows that there are unique aspects to multiple
airport regions. This study also shows that strong regional planning isa key element to
the development of alternate airports. In many cases, this is hampered because
alternateaitports are controlled by sponsors that are different frotn those that corttrol
the Benchmarkairports that are capacity limited Whle metropolitan plannng
organizations (MPOs) existthat can take a leaq in preparing regional airport system
plans, they. do not have theState or local authority to implement any. such development
There are also statutory and regulatory impediments suthas the following:

Single proprietor airports are limited in the abilty to use revenues at another

. '* There are substantial limitations on the useof airport revenues to funq off-airport access improvementS. 
Funding for intermodallinks at the airport or fQr off-airport access is
constrained gerierallyby federa.l requirements placed on use of airport
revenue, on eligibilty of projects for passenger facility charges/ahd for
Airport Improvement Program (AIP) project grants.

Under existing authority, FAA spends AIPdisc:retionaryfunds for development at
alternate airports as part of tegionalairport system development

. FAA also could institute a study of airports likely to have more thanlO millon
originations by the year 2010 in regions that are forecast to have a signficant shortfall in
capacity.l This study would examine how alternate airports might accommodate some

. of this demand. Thisstudyshould determine thetritical alternate airport regions and
fund regional air transportation studies in these areas. . This would allow FAA to 
determine the development potential and capacity contribution of critical alternate
airports Finall y FAA could facilitate development inthese areas through the use
AIP discretionary funds. 

Accessis also a'key tothe use of alternate airports; However, airports typically
cannot spend money raised on the airport off the airport As such, generally FAA 
funding for aviation access improvements is limited to areas dose in to the airport. Any
additional funding for off-airport access improvements would benefit the development

. of alternative airports by effectively reducing access time to air travelers, thus making
the alternate more attactive to passengers. 

: "

Tenmilion originating passengers appears to be the threshold value where a second airport can pe
viableina metropolitan area: 
GRA, Incorporated. FINAL REPORT
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FAA should require that regional airport studies inchidea ground access
component that is coordinated with the Federal Highway Administration and the
Federal Tranit Administration as well as state departments of transportation and
ni.etropolihm surface transportatiori; land use and development ilgencies. Thisground
access component should identify additional airport or other federal funding for access
projects that are critical and which link the airport to the major highway systems; In
addition, where major access improvements are needed, there should be cooperation
betWeenF AA and the "surface transportation modes to encourage state and local
governments to use surfacetransportationplarmng and development funds to remedythese problems. .

1996 FAA and the FHW Ajointly sponsored the development of the report
Intermodal Ground Accessto Airports: APlarmngGuide." The report treats ground

access planning in a rigorous fashion. FAA, FHWA and the Federal Transit
Administration should develop training activities to encourage the use of this guidance
in airport access planing and development.F AA should encourage airport sponsors
to partcipate with MPOs and other regional planningbodiesinreglonal transportation
stuQies. .

POTENTIAL FEDERAL INITIATIVES

The usage of market. based solutions could improve incentives to use alternate
airports. .One such strategy, differential pricing, would result in higher airport fees at
ongested airporls. Specifically, differential pricing could provide financial incentives

for operators to utilze alternate airports. There are limits to use of such incentives.
Currently, airports clreconstrained in their abilty to calculate airline fees on a market
basis due to the federal requirements that airline fees be reasonable" and that excessive
revenue surpluses should notbe created. FAA and DOT are currently reviewing these
policies.

There is also a need to improve strategies for converting surplus military airports
to civil use. Consideration should be given to mandatory land banking of former
military airports.unles8 studies show that use asa commercial airport is not needed
withi a region for the foreseeable future.

. There is also. a needto increase research to meet environmental challenges .
assodatedwith alternate airport growth. Thsinclucies not only environmental
streamlining as outlned ill a recent Executive Order, but also workmg with airports
that have pre ANCA restrictions, which limit the level of commercial ilctivityat an
airport; It should be determined whether thes could be modified to allow some traffic

249 
USe. M7101(a)(13); 47107(a)(1), 47129.
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growth without a total loss of grandfather status. This would imrolvetradingreduced
noise exposure for increased operations and should make use of the FAR 161 process
and require abenefit-:cost analysis. 

. Finally, in those metropolitan areas where the level of traffic could support an
alternateairport, F AA should require an evaluatiOll of available alternate capacity.
FAA may also consider seeking legislative authority to allow airport sponsors of the
principal airportinthe region to participate in planning and investments at alternate
airports to make better use of existing capacity and limited federal resources.

3 Relaxing restrictions withoutaffectig "grandfather" status appears to be feasible. See 49 USC 47524
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1. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

The Department of Transportation (DOT), Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Transportation Policy and Offce of the Assistant Secretary for Aviation and
International Affairs initiated this study. It was coordinated with the Office of Airport
Plannng and Programmg and the Office of AirportSafety and Standards of the
Federal AviationAdministration(FAA). 

Theprincipal objective of the study was to examine under what circumstances
alternate airports do ordonot fulfil the role of serving a signiicant portion of the air
carrier passenger demand for a region. The particular emphasis of the study is the
potentialfor use of airports near congested airports as an alternative to( or in addition
to) building new capacity at inajorcongestedairports ortobuilding newaitports. The
study used the FAA Benchmark airports as locations where addItional capacity may needed. 

The study investigated the following questions:

+ Can alternate airports alleviate some of the capacity shortfall at seleCtedBenchnark airports? 
'* For each potential alternate airport area, have anyofthese successfully

developed an alternate airpOrt and why?

'* Are there barriers to the utilization of alternate airports withn a multiple
airport roetropolitanregion? 

'* Are there thresholdvalues interms of traffic beyond which alternate airports
become viable?

'* What role can regional bodies play in the developmentof multiple airport
systems utiizing alternate airports? 

'* What are the potential benefits and costs of enhanced use of alternateairports? 
'* Are there statutory, regulatory or policy changes needed to make better use

of alternate airports in congested areas? 

. FINAL REPORT
April 15, 2003
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STUDY BACKGROUND AND CURRENT INDUSTRY CONDITIONS

It was a working hypothesis of this study that the primary airports in the major
metropolitan areas investigated in this study have a delay problem. .Capacityis a 
continuingconceriI, eventhough traffiC at many of the congested airports fu the US is
currently downasa resultofthe terrorist attacks on the country on September 11,2001.
Delays were taken as the principal indicator of the need for additional airport capacity.
The following cities have airports with delays in excess of 15 per l OOOoperations
during the year 2000; they were analyzed to select case study airports: .

Atlanta
Bostofl

. + 

WashingtQn National
Dallas! FortW orth

. + 

Detroit
Houston
Los Angeles

. + 

Miatni
+ New York City

Chicago 
PhiladelphIa

+ Phoeni
+ San Francisco
+ St. Louis

The$e metropolitan areas account for about one-half. of the FAA Benchtark airports. A
numberofthese cities already have multiple aiports withcoriercial service.

The use of alternate airports is one ofthe approachesavailabl to address the
airfield capacityshodfallsat large hub airports. Other measures include: the
constrction of new runways; the installation of new technology forinstrment
approaches and airspace management; and the use of demand management strategies
The ll0stsignicallt increase in capacity is likely toresultfromthEi construction of new
runways; II the past five years at the 31 large hub airports; thtee newruriwayshave
opened and tenmoreareunder construction. In total, all but nine of these 31 airports
have either opened a. new runway in the past five years, are constrCting onenow,
are considering a new runway or runway configuration. However, for some of these
cities, there are only limited expansion opportunities at their primary aIrports. 

From tl1e previously listed cities; the study sponsors selected four regions for
more in-depth analysis: 

4 Miami was included in the review even though it could not technically meet the delay threshold.

GR,A, .Incorporated . FINAL REfORT
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'* Boston

Los Angeles
+ New York

St. Louis

Acasestudy approach was used. It included a literature review ill the areas of airport
choice hi. multiple airport regions, the utilzation of alternate airports, and .existing
studies ofthe aviation system in thefour case study airports. In addition, a visit was
conducted to each of the case study areas and interviews were conducted with regional
plannng bodies, airport plannng departmentsai1d relevant FAA offcials.

Figure 1-1 quantifies the optimum rate capacity in visual flght rule (VFR)
operations the instrument flghtrules(IFR) capadtyloss values and a reported delay
rate (per 1 000 operations) at eachHenchmarkairport in the casestudy areas: This
shldy does not provide acapaeity and delay analysis for these airports, as these are
adequately dealt with in other studies,

Figure 

Capacity and Delay in the Case Study Areas 

The most severe delay problems exist at the New Y orkarea airports, with
LaGtlaidiaand Newark experiencing the greatest delay in 2000. Whle Boston, Los
Angeles and St. Louis had considerably lower rates of delay, delay is still a concern at
these locations. .

. In the last year, delay .at many airports has dropped considerably. This study
was iI1tiated before September 11, 2001. Subsequent to September 11, 2001, aviation
industry growth pattern have been SlgnicantIyaltered. Irtdtistrygrowth, capacity
needs and delay havetemporarilybeen supplanted as top aviation issues. Whe
industry growth is uncertain inthe shortrtm, both GRA and the study sponsors expect
airlineindustrygrowthtoreturninthefuture;Withthat future growth, the capacity

. GRA, Incorporated FINAL REPORT
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and delay problems of the industry before September 11 wil return. Airport expansion
issues remain important concerns of government, particularly in view of the fact that
there is such a long lead-time required for airport development. Thus, while there is a
short-term respite on capacity and delay problems, it is expected that the results of this
study wil be applicable over the longer term.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Part of the study involved a review of the literature dealing with airport choice
multiple airport systems and the use of alternate airport. Appendix Ato this report
contains a summary of the literature reviewed for this study.

The existing base of research in these areas is not extensive, but it does deal with
several key questions, including whether there is a size threshold that is required before
a secondar airport in a large metropolitan market can be seen to be viable and serve as
a valuable alternate airport to the primary airport(s) in the region. According to two
studies by de Neufvile, the theshold for a successful multi-airport system is 10 milion
originating passengers per year. Denns completed a study that showed that in Europe
secondary airports successfully expand when they offer links to major international
hubs, and that low-fare cariers attact demand from a wider catchment area.

Much of the available literatue deals with airport choice when more than one
airport is available in a region. Briefly, airport accessibilty in terms of time and cost is
the domiant choice variable, while fares also are important, particularly for leisure and
domestic travelers. Frequency of flghts is another factor in airport choice, as it affects
total travel time options, but service frequency seems not to be a major determinant
after nine total flights a day are offered in a given city pair. Finally, direct flghts are
preferred over connecting flghts or those with a stop en route.

LIMITATIONS

The current distribution of traffic among facilties in multple airport regions is
not likely optiaL Airport prices do not reflect either the full social costs or market
values of the capacity provided. There also are administrative and statUtory limits on
how intensively certain airports can be used and, in some cases, limits on the markets
that can be served (e.g., perimeter rules are one such limitation).
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METHODOLOGY

INTODUCTION

The factlsafthe study was to. examine what faCtors lead to successful
develapment. of alternate airports and to. determin what (if any) regulatory, statutory,
palicy or market limitations might impede the more intensive use of xisting airpart
capacity ataltemate.ciirports. The study generally cansidered. altermite airparts within
70 miles of theFAABenchrarkaitparts. Thepartcularfacusofthe case studies was
an metropalitan areas where the primary airpQrt( s) experienced high levelsaf airport
cangestion and delay. Also, same large hubairparts, thaugh not presently suffering
signiflcantdelays, arein a situation where they have very limited appartunitiesfor 
expansion because af physical limitations afthe airport praperty or ather barriers to
expansian, such as environmental problems, or camrunity appasiHon.

Whether delay arphysical limitatians are the problem at specific airparts, itis
appropriate for government to. investigate the lang-term potential salutions to. airpart
congestian. Even thaugh aviation industry grawth may have slowed under present
conditians, it is expected that grawth wil return at somepaint ahd congestianwith it.
If existing capacity can be used to solve some ofthe lang-term needs of metropolitan

. regions, it makes the provision of airport capacitysiiplerand hopefully less expensiveto saciety; 
. In additian to using existing infrastructure to. reduce the costs of developing

additional capacity in delay prone areas, alternate airportslnay provide otherpatential
benefits. These include thefollawing, amang others: 

Redudngdemand and delay at congested Bendunark airports

. + 

Reducing the time and cost needed to bring new capacity an line

AItemateairports wil likely be lacated claser to. same passengers' tre
origins and destinatians redudngaccess time and cost far them

Pramoting competitiollamong cairiers especiallywherethere isa hub
airport damiated by ane or two carriers 

. .

It is warthnating that many issues invalved in the study areas are complex, and
this praject cauld not address all ofthemin detail. GRA cancentratedonidehtifying
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impediments to alternate airport use, and identifying whether there are actions that
could be taken at the Federal level to overcome these.

APPROACH

This project used a case study approach for the analysis of alternate aiport use.
In the four cities selected for detailed study, GRA visited each selected city/region to
interview regional planning organizations, local airport officials and relevant FAA
officials to investigate the research questions for this project.

The interviews were structured to identify any impediments to the use or
development of alternate airports in major metropolitan areas. The interviews followed
an inormal approach; no formal questionnaire was utiized, and. thus no summary
tabulations were developed from the interviews. However, the key findings of the
interviews are summarized in the discussion of each study area.

THE DEFINITION OF ALTERNATE AIRPORTS FORTHIS STUDY

This review of potential alternate airports took a practical view in defining
existing alternate airports to the busiest airports in the U.S. The goal was to consider
the most likely alternate airports in each study area. The first step was to develop
criteria for airports to be included in the study. The following discussion covers the
logic used to define the alternate airports for inclusion in this study.

Selection of Alternate Airports

The first characteristic for an alternate airport is that it must be within some
reasonable proximity to the target benchmark airport in order to be a viable substitute
for some travelers. This distance in miles is debatable, but in order to capture airports
that could be relevant as alternates, the study defined a distance of 70 miles from the
Benchmark airports as a general limit. The distance defined is direct miles, not road
miles or road time. Actual road mieage is usualy higher than direct mileage. Travel
time of course depends on average speed.

The second consideration concerns existing facilities. In order to be practical, we
wanted to consider those existing airports that would not need major runway
expansion before they could h.andle a signficant level of commercial service. As a rule
of thumb, we assume that an existig airport would be impractical if it did not have at
least one hard surface runway with a length of approximately 6,000 feet. Terminal and
acCess facilties can be more easily modified than runways, and we did not want the
study to include airports that would need greatly expanded runway facilties before
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they could be used for commercial service. Admittedly; the 6,000 feet is somewhat
arbitrary. (Only one airport with a main runway under 6,000 feet is included, John
Wayne Airport in the Los Angeles region, which has a runway length of 5,700 feet.
However, it appears to be reasonable since many models of small jet aircraft can serve
medium distance markets from most airports with a 6,000.:foot runway.

In addition, we elimiated as practical alternatives airports that do not currently
have (or until recently had) either cargo or scheduled passenger service. This
elimnates those airports that are basically general aviation airports. This assumption
was made because converting a general aviation airport to one with significant
scheduled passenger service involves a major change in function of the airport. This
would raise issues that were beyond the scope of the present study. It would likely
result in focusing on a set of problems more like that of a new airport, rather than an
expanded use of an existing airport.

Finally, we include as alternate airports all military airports, whether closed or
open. In practice, we did not routiely visit miltary airports.

Thusi the list of possible alternate airports involves military airports and present
commercial airports within 70 miles of the Benchmark airports that have at least one
runway with a minimum length of approximately 6,000 feet.

As noted above, each of the FAA Benchmark airports was reviewed for possible
inclusion in the study, and four case study airports were selected. These were Boston
Loga,, Los Angeles InternationaC New York (LaGuardia, Kennedy and Newark) and
St. Louis Lambert. Figure 2-1 summarizes the complete " first cut" list of airports within
the selected study areas.
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Figure 2-

Potential Airports in Case Study Areas
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AIRLINEJNDUSTRY FACTORS

INTRODUCTION

Before surnarizirigtheresults of the case studies, it is appropriatetoconsider
fundamentalfactors that affect the way airlines do business,. and hQwthis might affect
their ptopensity to serve alternate aiports. 

. From an a priori understanding oftheairlineindustrYi itcan be seen that there
are strong reasons why airlines like to concentrate service at m.ajorairportsin large
metropolitan areas. The reasons for airlines eschewing service at secondary airports are
complex butfundamentally golo airline operating economies, particularly economies
of scale in an airline s airport operations. Airlies find that simple operations have
mtrinsic efficiencies. .For example, the economics oUhe business quickly teach that a
minimum number of aircraft types are crucial to effcient operations. Likewise
marketing and. sales managers see signicant efficiency in single airport operations, as
do airline operations managers. There are fixed costs in establishing additional airline
stations at multiple airports within a region.

ECONOMIES OF SCALE AND THE S CURVE

There arec1ear el:onomies of scale in an airline sairport operations. Consider
aircraft servicing at an airport: a basic ground crew inc1udes(among many things ) a
certain number of baggage handlers pieces of equipment, andequi pment operators.
One shift of employees (and the associated equipment) at an airport maybe able to
handle two, three ormoreaicraftan hour, soa properly scheduled airportoperation
might usea single crew to handle more than twenty aircraft in a shit. If there are only
ten operations in the shift, then there is excess capacity because the same personnel
might be used tohandle more opetations; without an increase in the size of the basic
crew or in thenuIrber of creWs. . Economies like this are found in many other aspects of
an airline s airportoperations. TiCketing crews are similar to ground service crews.
The economiesof scale in airport station costs area very strong reason for an airlineto
wantto keep its operation at one rather than two airports ina region ; In additionto

51n the example above dealing with groundoperations on the one hand, going from ten toJ6operations
at one airportr sultSin a decrease in ground cost per operation from X/10 to X/16. If these airport
operations are spread ov r two airportS, the ground cost per operation is arguably doubled to2Xj16, if
the same size ground crew isrequiied at each place. Ofcoutse, there are refiements inthe costareathat

. make the example a little oversimpliied, and this is only one cost element. However, economies of scale
in an airlfue' s airort operations is a consideration in the management of an ailie. There has . to bea
compellig reason for an airline to split its operation between hvoaiiports:
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costfactors airline Ilarketersseeself-diversionin splittng operations between two
airports in a single large metropolitan region.6Because of cost factors and self- 
diversion, airlines generally avoid breaking up what is basically perceived tobe a single
market so that openitions are split between two airports. 

Another factor refIectingaitline preference for serving only one airport in a
metropolitan area is the S-curve, a concept deeply embedded in airline marketing. The
S-curve relates to themarketi;ng concept that says the share of an airport-to-airport
market relates to the share of frequencies in the market in such away thatat low
frequency share levels an airline obtains a lower market share than the share of.
frequencies/while the dominant carrier inamarketobtaitl a market share premium.
An example would be that at an airport like Philadelphia/marketerssee more benefit in
an added flght from Philadelphia to Orlando, (where they may already have two
flghts against a competitors two flights) saYi than a flght to Orlando from an airport
neat Philadelphia (like Allentown, PA)/ where there might be no non,-stops. The airline
perceivesthatif they went to three flghts from two at Philadelphia they would get
more than 60 percent ofthe local traffic as a dominant carrier (with three of five total
hypothetical flghts). Additionally, the airline may believe that the traffic obtained in
Allentown would beat least half self-diversion makingtheeconomics oftheflght
suspect, even if the load factor and revenue of the Allentown-Orlando flght were good.

SERVICE PATTERNS AT ALTERNATE AIRPORTS

1 N e.w Carriers

Service by new entrant small carriers at secondary airport& is somewhat different
from an established carrier considering whether to serve a major airport and a 
secondary airport. New entrant carriers face two basic problems ., the big fish/ small

. pond vs; small fishjbigpond question and the related question of which option invites
the mostformidablecompetitive response from other carriers. History seems to
indicate that whether the new entrant goes into a large or small airport, there will be a
competitive response. Mostsuccessfulsmall new entrants opt for the large established
airport Ilarket; notthesmallera.irports?

Eastwind with operations centered in Trenton, NJ, was based on the approach of
starting up in a new market and failed, Trentonis near two large hub airports,
Philadelphia, (PHL) and Newark (EWR), a.nd thus had access to passengers in these
large markets. However, Eastwind never reached a viable scale of operations at

6 Self diversion refers to thesituaticm in which a carrier providing new service atone airport diverts
traffic fromitselfattheother airport.
7 This is not always the case as noted below for Southwest. In Europe; the low-cost Ryanair favors
alternate airports.
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Trenton to compete with the large level of service provided by carriers at EWRand
PHL. 

Pan American (in itsmost recentn birth) has relied heaviIy on using secondary .
airports. However, Pan American has not been profitable, tmd it has a history of trying
new markets afld pullng out. Amongother service attempts, Pan American served
Gary, Indianaas a surrogate for Chicago, Allentown as a surrogate for Philadelphia and
MidAmerica asa surrogate forSLLouis. Pan Americanis no longer servingthese
markets. However, Pan American stil fles to some aIternateairports,suchas
Portsmouth NH, north of Boston, and SanfordFL, near Orlando.

To be successful at an alternate airport, a carrier needs a major advantage like
superior service, name recogntion, and! or lowfareservice. The only recent example
where a small new entrant has had all of these was the start up carrier, JetBlue. JetBlue

. is a small carrier and a new entraflt, but it offers a strong product, has great name
recogntion, and as alow-costcarrier, itoffers a low fare structure. It is Successful in
several alternate airport markets, inCluding Oakland, Ontario and Long Beach, all in
Caliornia. It also benefited by obtainig alargeblockofoperational slots at Kennedy
airport in New York, and at Long Beach in California. 8 In short, JetBlue has the needed
competitive ad vantage to make alternate airport use profitable. 

2 Southwest

Itisirnportanfto note that Southwest Airlines is alargeci;rier, notasmall one,
and itis an exception to most standard considerations about airport use. Southwest's
phiIosophyon airpartselection has historically been to select markets that are large and
that can be served without exposure to congestion. The 10w..fareSouthwest operation
has historically required relatively delay-:free operations combined with simple non-
hubbing routes and high aircraft utilization. For years this basic business model kept
them out of delay prone markets, mostly large East Coast markets. Recently,Southwest
broke into these matketsby using alternate airport that gave them access to the larger
EastCoastmarkets without exposing their operation to the delays prevalent at the large
airports. Southwest has gone into Baltimore, Maryland, Providence, Rhode Island, 

. Manchester, New Hampshire and Islip, New Ybrkas a resuItofthisapproach. Of
course, Baltimore is part of the largerWashington-Bcitimore market area, whileboth 
Providence and Manchester are close to the large Boston market and Islip iscIoseto the
large New YQrk City market.

Southwest also serves othet alternate airports, such as Oakland and Chicago- 
Midway, Again, the reason for airport selection is primarily to avoid the delay at the

8 Both airports have adIistrative controls over the number of flghts. . Some suggest that by obtaining a
number of thesca:rce slots at each airport, JetBlue avoids it diiect coinpetitiverespOnse.
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primary airports of San Francisco and Chicago- Hare. It also avoids the need to
acquire slots at O'Hare, which is governed by the High Density Rule. Southwest is the
market maker as a low cost carrier, and while it is concerned about competitive fare or
service responses, it has shown the abilty to compete against the major carriers at every
turn.

3 Summar

In summary, there is a strong disposition on the part of existing carriers to utilze
the major airports in large metropolitan markets. This is caused in large part by the
economics of the airline business, particularly economies of scale associated with
operational efficiency at airline airport stations. Further, history has shown that new
small carriers generally start service at the major airports, not minor ones. New
carriers, large or small, seem to be successful at alternate airports only when they have a
very strong market position because of low-fare service and because they offer a
superior product.

Of course, carriers that rely on hubbing have little incentive to use alternate
airports. By their nature they concentrate service in hub banks that connect many
markets over a single hub. In general, they only use service to alternate airports to
compete with carriers at the alternate, by connecting the alternate to their hub network.
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CASE STUDY SUMMARIES

Ths section ofthe report summarizes the four case studiescondticted as part ofthis project. 
BOSTON LOGAN AIRPORT AND THE SURROUNDING REGION

Boston Study Area

Boston Logan airport (BOS) is the largest airport in the New England area, and
thet:p in Figure 4,l.showsits location as well as other commercial airports withi
approximately a one-hour drive ofBOS. 

Figure 401

Boston Study Area
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AIternatesto BQston Logan

The listofaIternates to Boston Logan Airport is shown in Figure 4-2. The
alternate airports are classified by currentrole:Existing commercial service (C),
miltaryservice(M) or no commercial service (N). 

Figure 4-2

Alternate Airport for Boston Logan Airport

City

Sedford .
. Worcestet
Manchester
Providence
Portsmouth

. '

!rtpu

State

Massport is an independent airport authority of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, and controls Hanscom Field, and Worcester Regional Airport, as well as
Boston Logan. Manchester and Providence are in the contiguous states of New 
Hampshire and Rhode Island; Pease International is a former miliary base in New
Hampshire and Otis Air National Guard Base is an Clctive miltary airport in

. Massachusetts.

Recent History and Developments

In 1995 Massport andF AA regional staff developed a study of aviation demand
and.capacity .covering the entire New England region. It was done with the cooperation
of al the state authorities (Massachusetts, Maine, NewHampshire( Vermont,
Coliecticutand Rhode Island) and the commercial airports in the region. Massport
was instrumental in getting the study. started

, .

as they. were concerned about what
would happen when BOS reached its operational lirnits, which was believed fobeinthe

. near, rather than the distanHuture. 
The resulting study identiied the future 'need for additional commercial service

at airports in addition to service at BOS, if the demand Jorairtravel in New Englan.d 
was to be satisfied. As a result of the sttdy, therewereeven ad campaigns, paid for
partly by Massport, aimed at rnakingNew Englandtravdersaware of options for air
travel other than Boston Logan. .
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Wlethe regional aviation studyindicated a need for additional facilities at.
alternate airports, little changedinthepicture of air service in the New England region
until Southwest Airlines entered two alternate airports, first at Providence in 1996and
then at Manchester in1998. It was stated in interviews that Southwest came to serve
these new points as its own decision; as part of its business plan to expand into the
Northeast US. However, itwasnoted that the entry of Soufhwestwas greatly faciltated
by the fact that both Providence and Manchester airports had been improved and were
ready for Southwest. Both airports had started improvements that were identiied as a
resultof the regional planning study; Appendix B to this report, details the fare and
serviceimpads that the entr of Southwest into Providence and Manchester have had
on the Boston region s air service. 

Southwest was successful at both Providence and Manchester because the key
elements were present. First, each market had a local base of traffic. Second, the
highway system provided access to these airports from most of the Boston region.
Third, the airportinfastrcture was adequate to support its operational1ieeds. Finally,
Southwest had a competitive product atthe alternate airports to serve significant
portions of the Boston market. In short, the traveling public supported it and the
transportation facilities were available for its serviee initiatives.

. 4. 4 Key Alternate Airport Concerns

Worcester..Worcesteds managed by. Massport, but has a serious surface
transportation access problem. The approach to the airport involves vehicle travel over

. several milesoflocalroads. The road situation.isa sensitive issue, since changing it
would involve considerable funding requirements, but more importantly, major
property takingaloriglocal streets. The local issues associated with $olvingthe access
problem ate signiicant. Iriaddition PVD is very accessible to Worcester by interstate.

. quality roads, andW orcester is similarly very dose to BOS. Service at Worcester is 
minmal today, and there is little prospectforchange inthefuture without improved

. access.

Impediments to Development.

Local opposition toroadiInprovements

. + 

Market position vis-a-vis competitive service at PVDand BOS

Providence -'Providence is well situated on interstate highways, and as pointed
outabove has had signicant growth sihce1996 when Southwest entered the local
market. The airport'slocation near major highways is beneficial, and yet creates a 
problem for expansion . Major highway reroutig would be required for any significant
runway extension. . The existing runway length is adequate for most flght segments,
but long distancenon..stop travel with current aircraft islimited.
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LocaLenvironmentallaws also pose an impediment to growth at PVD because
the delegation of veto authority for a project is given to the local community. A state
law provides that if any amount of wetlands is impacted by a project, the local
jurisdictionc;an stop the project. This applies to Providence s runwaydeveloPrnent
options because the airport abuts wetlands. 

Funding from state sources was reported by one source to be a problem at times,
. because the airport competes with state projects of every variety. For example, a
proposed inter-modal facilty that would have brought lin1ted rail serviceto the airport
failed due to lack oflegislative support for the state share of the project funding
requirements.

Impediments to I)evelopment

+ Runway expansion would result in signficant costs associated with reroutingmajor highways 
Delegation of veto authority over projects given to local communities

Local funding limitations

Manchesfer," Manchester has had signicant infrastructure development in
recent years, and has had high traffic growth associated with the entry of Southwest
Airlines in 1998. Development otone section of a highway is still needed to keep traffic
offa short distance on local roads to access the airport. Itwil soon have completed
improvements thatexpandtunway length to 9,000 feet, which wil allow
transcontinental non-stop flghts; 

When asked about regionalconcetnS, one source at Manchester raised the
question of distribution of the diScretionary AIP funds in the region. It was felt that
Manchester has had to put more of its oWn monEY into some recent improvements than

. the average airport, due to the fact that Boston Logan gets considerable discretionary
. funding. For example, there was only an 18 percent share offederal moneyin 
Manchester s new runway,compared to a 50percent share at most larger airports.
Figue 4-3shows that there dearly has been substantial AIPdiscretionary funding to all
airports in the Boston region over the past 15 years, and that discretionary funding as a
percent of total AIP hmdingis fairly high for all airports. Thus while an individual 
project may cause concerntomanagers, the overall pattern shows that Manchester has
fared well in receiving AIP funds bverthe 15-year period, and had the highesHevel of
discretionary funding (Discretionarylnon.;noise) oftheairports shown, except forPease. 
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Figure 4
AlP F(mding(FY 1988,.2003)

BostonLoaan providence Manchester . Worcester Pease
Entitlement $100,568 1 00 $33,882 904 . $27. 52R664

-c $9,
862,615 382,582

Discretionarv $42,415 141 * $40,896;823 $60, 860 351 $15, 802, 948 . $30,327;022
Noise Discretionarv . $84, 697,459 $51 754,767. $25 774 107 $147;619 $757,471
Total Discretionarv $1.27, 112 600 $92 621,590 $86, 364.458. $15 950,567 $31 084,493
TotalAIP $227,680 721 $126 504 494 $113;893 122 $25 813 182 $33,467 075

Discretionary 56% 73% 76%. 62% 93%
AUthese funds were for security-related projects; $30 million of this was in 2002.

Staff at this airport believecl thatthereis a needIor greater imagination in
distribution of federal funds supporting air transporta.tion; For example, it was
suggested that, if there are demandmanagementfeescollected at congested hubs, it
should be possible to redistribute these monies to other airports in the region, even if
not owned by the sarneentity, There also should be consideration that part of any
demandmaIagement fees becomes part of a national fund, so that. national" fees could
be used for an expa ionprojectinanarea other than the one where they werecollected; 

Impediments to Development

Highwayaccess remains a concern

Other Airports ;.Other airports in the region include Pease International Airport
. in New Hampshlreand Otis Air National Guard Base (ANGB) in Massachusetts. Pease
has commercial servic though Pan American. Development of additional passenger
service is expected to be difficult at Pease because it is unlikely that carriers there can
sllccessf llycompete with Manchester. Peaseis beneficial to the regional airport
system as it provides overnight aircraft parking for charter aircraft operatig out of

. Boston Logan. Considerable AIP funding ($33.5M) has been provided for the
preservation of its 12 OOO-footIOng runway for long-term regional needs, including the
potential for air cargo. Otis ANGBis unlikely to playa role in corrercial passenger
service in the foreseeable future.

. .

Summary andCortclusions

The Boston area is by and large a success storyforregional aviation plannng,
and for the development of viable alternate airports. However, itwas the entry of
Southwest into Providence and Manchester that made the service successfulatthose
aiports; Planning in 1995 helped authorities put infrastructure improvements in place
so thatSouthwest would have what it needed to begin service at the two Boston
alternate airports in 1996 and 199K Both Providence and Manchester are now
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competitors to Boston for air travelers in the region. Beyond Providence and
Manchester, there are additional airport resources available in the region for the long-
term needs of aviation. Enviionmentallaws restrict airport development to a

signficant degree and airporthighwayinftastructurecosts(monetary ,mdpolitical) for
improved airport access can be considerable; and not always adequately funded,

ST. LOUIS LAMBERT INTERNATIONAL AND SURROUNDINGREGION 
1 Study Area

St LouisLambertJntemational Airport (STL)is 12 miles west ofthe St Louis
central business district, and St.Louis is on the border of Missouri and Illinois. The
map in Figure 4-3 shows its location as well as the alternate airport atMidAmerica

. (BLV), and majorgeneralaviation airports in the region: 

Figure 4-

St. Louis Study Area 

c'-
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Alternates to St. Louis Lambert

There is only one alternate identified forSTL, at MidAmerica (BL V) in Ilinois, as .
shown in Figue 4-4. MidAmerica Airport is a joint-use miltary facilty and is co-
located with SCott Air Force Base;

Figure 4-5

Alternate Airports forSt. Louis lambert Airport

Airport Name

Recent History and Developments

The St Louis region has history of airport plang that extends over some thity
years. A large part ofthe histOrY involved determining whether a new regional airport
should replace STL. Consideration was given to alternate airport sites thoughoutthe

. region, including a site in Ilinois and a site west of Lambert International in Missouri.
Notwithstanding the results of these planingstudies,however, STLremains open and
is being expanded considerably, including adding a new runway that wil reduce
congestionand delay: This added capacity atSTLwil allow for additional growth into
the foreseeable future. .

The St.Louis region was included in this study primarily to consider the
developtnent of alternate passenger capacity at Mid America Airport in Bellevile

. Illinois. MidAmerica is located off Interstate 64 about21 miles east of the St. Louis
central business district. The airport haS joint cIvil-military use and is co-located with
SCott AFB. In the 1990' , the airport was improved by adding a second majQrrunway
and otherimprovements including a commercial termial with about 50 000 squareJeetofspace. 

. . . .

The purpose of developing Scott AFB for joint use. was to provide passenger and
cargo service to southwestern Ilinois. Itis stressed that the developments at this airport
also benefited miltary users, which include the Ilinois Air National GUard. Partly
because this development, the Ilinois Air National Guard was able to move some
activity from Chicago O' Hare Airport to this airport, thuslessening some of the
congestion at O'Hare and freeing up some valuable ono.airport land;

The commercial developm nt of passenger service at MidAmerka has been
unsuccessful to date. The major user bf the passenger facilities was Pan American that
until 2002, operated a limited number of flghts, primarily on a toutebetween Orlando
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Sanford . j\rport and Gary, Indiana, near Chicago. There is no cormercial passenger

service at MidAmericatoday,

. Key Alternate Airport Concerns

MidAmerica ""MidAmerica is struggling to find amarketthat wil lead to more
utilzation of the airport and potentially more jobs in the region. Present efforts at

velopment lean toward finding a cargo market use for the airport; The air cargo
business in the region is currently centered at STL.

Regional planring did not playa major part in the developmentof MidAmerica' s

passenger facilty, as it was done Jargelyindependently. However, the local
Metropolitan Planning Organization approved the joint use of Scott.

. Impediments to Devel()pment

Market factors have kept MidAmericaumlerutilzed

The St Louis market for domestic originations was only about 6 millon
passengers in the year ending 2Q2001 , welllJ lowthe 10miIlon " threshold"
level for an area tosustaiil more than one successful passenger airport

+ The centroid of passenger trip origination and termination points is west 
STL and is moving further west as development of the area proc eds, thus
making an Ilinois airport further from the center of demand as time passes

OtherAirports The only other airports in theSt Louisregionser\egeneral
aviation and were not studied as alternates.

5 Summary andCondusions

TheStLouis area is presently adequately servedbySt. Louis Lambert Airport
and the addition of new runway capacity, already under construction, wil keep STL
out of the category oI"congested". airports forrnanY yeats to cotne, MidAmerica is a
joint Use facilty thatis working to find a market niche, particularly inthe cargo arena,

The lesson to qelearnedfrom this alternate airpOJ;tis thatto assute additional
passenger capacity (particularly where the capacity involves a de novo facilty) is
developed appropriately, such development should result from aregiollal planningeffort: .
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NEW YORK REGIONAIRPORTSANDTHE SURROUNDING REGIONS

Study Area

. The New York/Northern New Jerseyregionisthelargest metropolitan market in
America, andit contains three large airports that are congested facilties on the F AA
Benchmarkairport list, LaGuardia (LGA), JohrtF. Kennedy (JFK) and Newark (EWR)
airports LaGuardia and Kennedy are both on the New York side of the Hudson River,
with Kenned y being. primarily an international. airport and LaGuardia being . a domestic
airport. Newark is onthe New Jersey side of the HudsonRiver, and it is a major
domestic airport as well asa growingillternational airport, and serves as a hub for .
Continental Airlines. Figure 4-5 shows a map ofthe region, as well as the alternate
airports in the. region.

Figure 4-

New York Study Area

Q" .

NXX-j:AWllow GroVEl

403. . Alternate Airports

The listof alternates to the three New Yark airports is shown in Figure 4-6. The
airports listed either have cOrrerdal service(C)or are military airports (M)
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Figure 4-

Alternate Airports for NY Airports

Recent History

The New Yorkf Northern New Jersey region has had thee busy airports for most
of the last forty years. Delay has been endemic to the area s airports, and both
LaGuardia and l(ennedy airports have been subjecttotheHighDensity Rule (HDR) for
over thirty years, a rule thatlimts hourly operations atthe airportsfoisel cted periods
of time every day. Newark, while not currently subject to HDR limits, is stil subject to
considerable delay. (TheHDR has been in place since 1969, and while liritswere set
for Newarkas well as Kennedy and LaGuardia, Newark is not currently subject to HDR
flght limits.) Basically, the three New York area airports operate at or near capacity,
and have extremely limited options for development of added physical capacity.
LaGuardia is unable toexpand and Newark and Kermedy could only add to their
runway facilities at considerable expense and enviroiuentaUmpacL 

Severalaltermiteairportsrihg the tnetropolitanarea in Long Island atIslip, north
in New York at Westchester and at Stewart (a former Air Force Base), south in 
Pennsylvania at the Lehigh Valley Iriternational Airport near Allentown, and at Trenton
in New Jersey. 

There has been no significant regional airport planning in the New York area in
many years. Theregion is complicated because it involves tWo states in a major way;
New York and New Jetsey and two states in a lesser way, Collecticut and 
Pennylvania. 'Tere had been alIletropolitan area planning group at one time; but it
no longer exists; The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey is a bH;tate
authority, btit its charter currently limits it to an area approximately 25 miles from the
certter of New York City, while alternates to the three major airports are considerably
beyondthis distance.
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sentlYi the Port Authority of New Yorkand NewJersey, the FAA Eastern
RegIon, and several other regional or state planning agencies are working on a study to
identify the travel patterns of air travelers from New Jersey, the New York area, and
parts of Pennylvania and Connecticut. Thisstudy is aimed at establishing a base for
regional airport planning, as well as establishing a datahase for the travel patterns in the
area from southern Connecticut to southern New Jersey

KeyAIternate Airport Concerns

Islip-TheTown of Islip owns Long Island McArthur Airport. It has reasonably
good highway access, and is close to the LongIsland Railroad, which runsthfough
Long Island to New York City. It has lirrted.opportunityto add new runway capacity
because it is surrounded by residential development. 

Southwest Airlines recently entered the Islipmarket, and signficant traffic
growth followed their entry. Islipflts the Southwest business model for major markets,
as it is close to New York, but it is not subject to the delayfoundatthe three Benchmark
NYC airports. Southwest is financing the expansion of the passengertermal to
accommodate eight additional gates.

Recent growth in traffic has created greater noise problems at the airport.
Community cOncerns about noise are only expected to increase with future trafficgrowth. 

Impediments to Development

+ No major expanion is likely for the runways
Growing noise sensitivity because of increased activity

Westchester- Westchester County Airport is located in Whte Plains, in affluent
Westchester County, NY. Conuercial service is limited at Westchester, and there has
been longstanding opposition on the part of the community to any major air carrier
development of the airport The airport also has a substantial amount of corporateactivity. 

Impediments to Development

Longstanding civic opposition to air carrier development
Affluent residential areas surround the airport that are concerned about noise

Stewart Stewart International Airport is north of New York, on the west side of
the Hudson River; It was former! y an Air Force base.. It has alimited local populatiOn

. base; but futue growth in thearea should be signicant. Ithas good access to thelocal
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Interstate highways, buHhe distance to New York over congested highwayslitntS its
developmeritpotential. Stewart is one of the airports privatized under a recent FAA
pilot program. BecauseStewartis privately operated under a 99-year lease with the
owner, the state of New Y ork, the law requires a larger (than standard) percentage for
local matching funds if discretionary AlP ftindsare sought. However, passenger
facility fees may be imposed and collected by a privatized airport under the FAA' s pilot
program. The airport is actively seeking to expand operations, and the facilty is large,
with few noise problems.

Impediments.toDevelopment

+ To truly be an alternate airport for the New York City market, signficant
improvements would be required so that accesstim.e to the CBDisreasonable

Because of privatization, the cost of capital for development at Stewart is
higher than at other airports-. Among the factors are the less favorable tax
treatment of airport issued ciebt( as compared with public airports ), and a
high local matching percentage when using Federal discretionary funds.

Lehigh Valley International- Lehigh Valley International Airport, near
Allentown, P A, is adjacent to the northern New Jersey and Phiadelphia markets. It 
within 70tnlesbf Newark with good road cOnhections,and is within 40tnles of alarge
part of the Philadelphia market. It has excellent facilities and expansion options. It is
working on a master plan that wil reconiendfuture development of an additional
runway.and the possible extension of.thetWo existing runways. . The airport today
serves about 500,000 enplanements. The major need at the airport is animpr )Vedbase
of air service to major cities and better linkages to air carriernetWorks~

Impedimerttsto Development

Distance from the New Yorksegmentofthe market and competition from thePhiladelphia market 
Trenton- TrentonAirportispositionedadjacent to the middle and northern

New Jersey and Philadelphia markets. It is within 60 mies of New York City; with
good roadconnedions, and is Within 20 miles of a largepartofthe Philadelphia market.
There are overl0 rnlionpeople residing within 50 miles ofTrehton. Ithas good
rUilwayfacilities but needs anew t n:rinal before substantial growth in air passengerservite is possible. 

. .

The airport is largely unproven as a passenger market, since large air carriers
avenever provided mu h service here. Alow-Jare carrier, EastWind, was unSuccessful
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inattadingpassengers at Trenton, and failed after a few years. Presently, USAir
provides regional service with commuter aircraftih only one market, Bedford, MA.

The airport is situated near residential areas that have already voiced
considerable opposition to airport expansion plans. 

Impediments to Development

+ A major tenninalinvestment is required

+ New carrier service might require a major environmental study beforethe
terminal expansion can be approved.

Other airports:-Other general aviation and military airports exist in theNew
York area. However conversion of the general aviation airports to fil a major air
carrier role i unlikely As an example, Teterboro, owned by the Port Authority of New
York and NewJerseYi is a major general aviation airport andoperates near capacity
already. It and other GA airports are in verybusy airspace; where major air carrier
facilities would be hard to locate. Conversion of any of theGA airports to air carrier
use would trigger major environmental studies that would take an extended period of
time, with limited likelihood of success.

Miltary airports in the area offer some long-term possibilties for development.
While it may be a long time before a. need is se nfor anairportlike McGuireAFB
central New Jersey; itisa large property with potential for development. Development
of this airport as joint use or civil use would require considerable tie, expense and
associated infrastrcture development. However, the New York area has limited
opportunities for new airports, as it is the most highly developed region of the countr.

3.5 Summary andCondusicins

New York City and the surrounding region is probably the Jargest avia.tion
markeUn the world, and itsaviaticm facilties have suffered congestionfor many years.
Studies in the past have looked for afourth airport site, with nosticcess. By default,
there wil either be a major spilover effect On many of the alternate airports discussed
above, or aviation demand wil be held back because of the increased costs of air travel
(including the cost of congestion aId delay) atthe three NewYorKareaairports 
resultig from the scarcity of capacity. FAA; however, is funding amulti-state study to
get baseline data. on air travel patterns in the New Y orkregiori. . ThIs coqldbe the
begirmingof a more extensive regional airport planng effort.

Regional airport plannng is needed for this largefour;.statearea, and itmay be
difficult to achieve, as no regional body appears to be in place to accomplish it, Land is
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scarce for airport development or expansion, making it very important to find ways to
effectively use existing capacity, '

LOS ANGELES AND THE SURROUNDING AIRPORTS .

ShidyArea

Los Angeles Infernational Airport (LAX) is the key airport in the sprawling Los
Angeles basin market. Figure 4-7 shows the location of LAX and the alternate airports
in the region. 

. . 

Figure 4-
Los Angeles Study Area

4;2 AlteinateAirports

There are seven airports identiied as potehtialalternatestoLosAhgeles 
InternationaIAi:rport(LAX) as shown in Figure 4 8, along withthreemilitary facilties,
one of which (March Air Force Reserve Base )i8 currently approved for joint civil use.
The first four airports listed currently have a significant level of air carrier serVice. All
airports either have or have hadcommercialservice (C) or are current or prior military. (M) facilities. 
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Recent History

The majorfador that makes the Los Angeles area different from the other cases
studied above is thatthere has been a signifcant level of regional planning in the
region. The Southern Californa Association of Governments (SCAG) has completed
several regional air transportation plans, most recently in August 2001. (Regional
Aviation Plan for the2001 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), Augus 2001) The SCAG
aviation plan for 2001 forecasts a total year 2025 dernandof 167 millon anual
passengers (MAP); up from 89 millon in ::WOO. It also projects a demand for 9.5 milion
tons of cargo, up from 2.9 milion tonS. Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) is a
regional aviation authority , as ithas control not only of LAX but also Ontario (ONT)
and Palrndalej USAF Plant 42 (PMD)airports. SCAGis also working on aregional
airspace study for the Los Angeles area.

SCAGisa complex regional . body, made up of representatives from Imperial, Los
Angeles, Orange, Riverside; San Bernardino and Ventura Counties. Whle SCAG can
planJora future transportation system, it has no authority to implement plans. Itmust

. rely OIl the counties drother entities to deyelop the aviation system. Another regional

. organization, the Southern California Regional Airports Authority (SCRAA), waS
authorized some 20 years ago to develop airports for the region, However,it was
dorrnantfor most of those years,and may he lapsing intodorrnancy once again, as 
several member agencies have withdrawn or chosen not to appoint representatives;
SCRAA; while it would have the authority to develop and operate airports is not
independent, since it must get local backing should it wishto actually operate anairport. 
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The Los Angeles basin is a sprawling area coriectedbyinterstate highways and
other freeways, as well as a few toll roads. Many roads are heavily congested,
especially at rush hour. AcceSs is a major problem for all airports.

. Alternate airports at Long Beach,JohnW ayne and Burbankare subjettto
significant local limitations, with Long Beach and JQhn Wayne subject to noise limits,
and Burbank subjetttoterminal expansion problems. John Wayne airport has a
maximum capacity limit of 10.8 millon passengers ( enplaned and deplaned in 2011)
and Long Beach has a noise budget, whichsetstheir air carrieroperati()nscapacity at a
low level. Burbank has very limited expansion capabilty, and the community of 

Burbank is restricting development of a new terminal, thus effectivel ylimiting growth
opportunities.

The restrictions and limitations imposed on airports in the Los Angeles area are
due inlarge partto their limited size, and local community environmental concerns
related. toaircraft noise, ground traffic.and.air quality. Figure 4-9 ilustrates the size of
the areaairpmts. Bycomparisoni Chicago O'Hare has 7.1 700 acres, Orlando has14,700
acres, Dallas Ft.Worth has 18 000 acres and Denver has the largest acreage of any U.s.
commercial. airport with 24 000 acres.

Figure 4.
Airport Size for Los Angeles Area Airports
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It is notable thatseveral airports are in the so-called Inand Empire, a term
applied to the eastern portions of the Los Angeles basin. These airports areall former
(or . current) miltary. airports, and include San Bernardino, Southern California Logistics
and March Air Force Reserve Base. All of the Inland Empire airports are over 60 mies
from LAX, but in the long-term, they offer considerable additional capacityfor
commercial service in the region. 

The 2001 SCAGstudy incorporated a regional demand distribution estimate for
the area airports in 2025, as sUmmarized in Figire+-1 O.
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Figure 4..11
Southern California Regional Aviation Plan Demand Estimates (2025) 

EI ToroMCAS is afofmer military airfield that had closed and was
recommendedf() reuse as a civilan airport in the SCAG August2001RTP. SCAGis
currently updating the RTP and EIToro MCASwil notbe included Thefacillty is iIl
Orange County, and opposition to development ofthe airfieldasa commercial airport
has been substantial. A recent voters' initiative has decided that the propert should be
used as a park, and notfar aviation.

Revision of the SCAG plan wil likely involve a new forecast of demand, as well
as the likely distributiohof future trafficarnong airports. Demand atLAX has been
hard hit by the events of September 11, 2001, and the recent economic slowdown.
Sources at LAX indicated that their passenget traffic is downsome20 percent, and
recovery of traffic maybe slower thanprevi msly anticipated, .

. We note that the SCAG aviation plan is part of a regional transportation planthat
includes other modes of traveL The regional plan incorporates aproposed Intra-
Regional Magnetic. Levitation (maglev) high-speed rail system, designed to lin
subregions and strategic multi modalfacilties including major airports; This plan is
presently unfunded, and there is no timetable at presentfor developmehtof such a 
system. Thistype of airport access improvement could change airport choice
consideratiohs for passengersinthe region. 

The full story of the Los Angeles area airports is a complex situation, and it is
well beyond the scope ofthe present study to describeit in: detail. We remaih focused.
onthe general problems implied by the regional airportconditions, and whether there
might be solutions to some of the alternate airport problems. 
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4.4.4 Key Alternate Airport c:oncerns

Burbank", Burbankhas thesinaliest land area of the airports in the area, as
shown in Figure 4-:9. Itislocated north of LAX, andis owned by a joint airport
authority. This authority comprisestheciti Sof Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena.
Attempts torestrictoperations because of noise have been a problem atthe airport since
the 1970' s, and some of the associated litigatiml. has gOne to the US Supreme Court. The
(:ty of Burbank has been opposing airport expansion for a number of years

The terminalis approximately 300 feet from an active runway, which is below
the currentFAAdesigr standards for such separation; The airport authority has been
trying to move and expand its terminal fora number of years, and has proposed to
move it to a new piece of property. . The City of Burbank has zoning authority over the
property containig the airport and would not issue building permts for the
construction of relocated terminal facilties tmlessthe airport authority andF AA agreed
to certain airport nOise and access limitations proposed by the city. The FAA would not
accept these conditions for policy and legal reasons. 

Impediments

Limited size restricts expansion

Failure to obtain cooperation with the local goverruent on airport terminal
building relocation and modernization

John Wayne-- John Wayne airport is heavily constrained as to development, due
to the small size oftheairport,high levels of general aviation activity, arid heavy
residential development near the airport. Noise limitations were established before
national noise legislation and are therefore grandfathered. The limits were recently
revised and limit the airport to a maximum capacity . of 10.8. milion annual. passengers
(enplaned and deplaned in 2011). Thecurrent traffic level is 8 milion annual
passengers, so significant growth is only possible if the agreement is modified further.

Impediments

+ The noise limitations in place limit significant air carrier growth

Long Beach- LikeJohnWayne Long Beach is heavily constrained as to .
development of air carrier activity. It has a long-standing noise limitation similar to
Jolm Wayne, but it involves a noise bw;iget, rather thana passenger cap. Large air
carrier departures are limted to 41per day and smaller commuter departuresare
limited t025 per day. SCAG estimates that Long Beach capacity is limited to 3to 35
milIon annualpassehgerswith these departure limitations. Long Beach maybe able to
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increase daily departures to some degree withn the existing noise budget if quieteraircraft arei:ntroduced. .
Impediments.

The noise limitations in placelimitsignificant air carrier growth

OntariQ"" Ontario Airport is owned and operated by LA WA. Uniquely for the
area, at present there isnomajor conuunityopposition to expansion of air carrier
service; the Ontario area welcomes the economicstimulusit would gain from greater
airline activity; Theairportis self sufficient, but signficant improvement would require
funding fromLAWA, or additional federal or state resources. The California Air
ResourceS BoaJ;d presently . limits . Ontario to 125 rrllion anual passengers and 125,000
air carrier operations yearly. However, it is expededthattheselimits can be modified
upward, asfuture demand develops. The ultimate capacity Qf Ohtariowill be 
constrained by the existing runway configuration (twodosely spaced parallel
runways). The current master plan estimates the ultimate runway capacity as 33
milion anual passengers, which is considered adequate tmough2030.

Impediments

Possible futUre environmental concerns, as traffic builds

PalmdalejSAFPlant42 - Palmdalej USAF Plant 42 is a joint-use airport. Los
AngelesW orIci Airports is the civilan airport sponsor. The facility is located over 50
miles Jrom Los Angeles, PalmdalejUSAF Plant 42 has a limited local market, and
access though a mountainous area would have to be considerably improved to make it
attadivet6theremainder ofthe region; PalmdalejUSAF Plant42 has a large acreage,
and signficant capacity expansion capabilty.

Impediments

. + 

Distance from the travel generation centers and poor access totheseareas

San Bernardino- San Bernardino. is a former military airport, and currently it has
no scheduled airline service. . It is about 20 miles east of Ontario airport, which has good
airline service. The airport is currently tring to develop general ayiation, the
manufactUring and overhaul business, and other markets, ratherthan air carrier service.
Hhas a terminal that is available for use and has had recent inquiries about the abilty

to handle passenger flghts. 
bnpediments
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Distance from the center of the air passenger and cargo market areasis
significant, and most air travelers would be passing Ontario on the way to
San Bernardino

Potential airspace conficts with Ontario

Other Airports.

March Air Force Reserve Base;.March is ajQint-useairport owned and
controlled by the USAF The civil sponsor, the March JointPowers Authority, is
attempting to market theirfadlities for cargo and corporate operations. Ilpediments.
include distance from the center of the cargo market areas and competition from
Ontario and San Bernardino International Airports, 

Southern California Logistics Airport- This airport, located in the high desert
east of the Los Angeles area in Victotvile is a former miltar base that is trying to
develop a niche as a cargo airport for the region. . It is located over 70 miles from LAX
and the central business district of Los Angeles, and is thus beyond the rangeofthis
study. At the present time the airport is very isolated from any significant base of
development, anditspotentialasan alternate to LAX for passenger service is limited.

Other Militarg Airports -: There are two other military airports at Los Alamtos
and Point Mugu, hut these facilties are not expected to be useful alternates for
commercial service at this time.

.. 

4.5 Summ and Conclusions

The situation with respect to airports in the Los Angeles basinareais extremely
compIicatedbecause of environmental factors and existing legal decisions affecting the
use of a number of airports, Existing airports have relatively small land areaS, which
exacerbates noise problems with neighbprs. The air quality in the basin is among the.
worst in the nation, adding additional state regulatory limitations on aviation (as well
as on other modes of transportation). The "not ih my hack yard" (NIMBY) movements
miltate against substantive airport developments, including almost all airports butthe
distant " Inland Empire" airpQrts. 

. Regionalplang is strong, butirnplementation of plans has been very limited.
Of the alternate airports discussed above only Ontario has both existing air service and
signicantexpahsi6n capabilty. Other airports at Ma,rch, San .Bernardino and
PalindalejUSAFPlant42 have significant expansion capability but are farfrointhe
population centers and are limited in being able to support signiicant levels 
passenger service today. However, these airports (Ontario and the other three)seern to
be where future expansion wil occlir. Itwm take time for a local marketto become
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established anp. wil be primarily as a result of residential and other development in
these areas. It wil also take time for passenger demand to recover in the Los Angeles
area. The spilover from congested airports like LAX could have the effect of shiting
demand eastward. The only thing that might alter this market evolution isJo make the
distant facilities 

1/ closer" to demand by greatly improving infrastructure for airport
access, such as by implementation of the high-speed rail maglev system, discussed
above.
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5. ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

As noted in the prior chapter, the four case studies show a range of outcomeS on
the use of alternate airports to relieve traffic congestion in major metropolitan areas.
Clearly, Boston could be viewed asa success in that the development of Manchester
and Providence as viable alternatives to Boston Logah Airport has succeeded. On the
other end ofthe scale; the development of Mid America Airport inSLLouis, which has
attacted no sustainedcommercialtraffic has not played a role in the St Louis regional
aiftransportationsystem. In fact, expansion of theexistihg St. Louis Airport wil 
probably provide suffcient capacity for the foreseeable future. Thus the development
of an alternate airport in ths region has not yet been a success.

. Inthe case of the remaing two regions, Los Angeles and New York, these were
already viable multiple airport systems. The major questions are how to accommodate
future growth and where such growth can be accommodated in each of these large
metropolitan areas. In both cases, the large airports that can handle additional activity
are located at the periphery far from the population centers. Access becomes a key
issue in travel time, travel distance, highway congestion, and so forth. Close-in airports
tend to be ones that have limted capacity, raise environmental concerns with additional
growth,. orotheriise may be unsuitable to handle any significantproportion of a
region's future traffic. 

In this section of the report, we discuss the institutional issues and the role that
. the airlines and the federal government could play in stimulating increased usage. 
alternate airports. Once the industry recovers from the downturn in traffic after
September 11 2001, there wil be needs for capacity increases that could be met by
alternate airports. 

ROLE OFTHE AIRLINES

As can be expected, airlines haveinxedincentivesregardingtheusage of
alternate airports. The large incumbentCafiers within a metropolitan area tend to viewan alternate airport in the following ways: 

'* Potentially added competition
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+ . A facilty that they wil not serve because it would ciiverttrafficfrom their
operations at the primary airport, and result in duplication of station costs

+ They would only serve such afadlity as a competitive response to others
unless there is a distinct catchment area identifed with the alternate airport

+ They would likely have incentives to oppose the\use of primary airport
revenue to develop alternate airports

Mailyof the smaller new entrants have focused service on the Benchmark airports
\ithin a region hoping to gainsmallsharesoffairly large markets that would permit
them to grow.

Niche carriers such as Southwest andJetBlue have had success in using alternate
airportstoservemajormetropolitan areas to gain a competitive advantage. Other
carriers, such as American Trans Air, Spirit aildothers also serVe selected alternate
airports as part of a proader pattern of air service that includes both primary and
alternate airports These carriers tendtochoose alternate airports to gain a competitive
advantage in a specific metropolitan area. However, they may use primary airports
elsewhere.

Carriers generally wil riot establish service at airports where major
developments are needed. They prefer to operate at afadllty where such development
has taken place

. STAtuTORY AND REGULATORY IMPEDIMENTS

. The governancesttcture for a multiple airport region has a large infuence on.
what can be done to develop alternate airports. Generally, there are two cases to
consider: one where airportsare each operated by a singl prOprietor or sponsor, and
one where a single sponsorcontrolsmul tipleairports within a region. SiIlgle proprietor
airports could use money raised at one airport tosupport another airport only if that
expenditure can be considered a costof operation of the first airport, or if the two
airports are considered system.

Under state or local htw, metropolitan planng organizations (MPOs)can act for
individual airport proprietors in a nmltiple airport region during the plannng phases,
but they have no abilty to implement or effect change in airport roles or utilzation. . .
Theinoneyneeded to make any significant physical changes at an airport is generally
notunder the control of the MPO. Federal policy encourages the development of
intermodal connections on airport property and, to carry out such a.policy, encourages
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airport sponsors to integrate airport master and system planswith the MPO. Federal
policy also enc:ourages MPOs to establish membership positions . for airport operators

Multiple jurisdiction airportsponsors can plah andinvestfor the system overall
without the limitations faced by single proprietor airports. However, their abilty to
fund accessim,provements with airport revenues isconstraiIled(if the improvement
extends far from the airport boundary) by limitations on the use of airport revenue
raised at an airport:

. FAA should considerseeking legislative authority that would make it easier for
individual sponsors tojoirttly participateinplann.gand investmelitsat alternate
airports thatresult inmore efficielituse of existing capacity and limited fedetal
resources. This is most important where traffc levels are sufficient to support multiple
airports within a region.

504 FUNDING OPTIONS

Airport development is generally funded in one of three ways, either through the
Airport Improvement Prograi, Passeitger Facility Charges or charges to airport users.
Figure 5-1 shows the abilty to fund other airports depending on their ownership status.

Status

Owned;.
Primar
Owned

Alternate

Figure 5-

Abilty to Fund Other Airports

Airport
. Revenues

Yes

Limited. Could be
diversion unless part

n ess 

' . .

0 oca alrpo sys em;
owners Ip .

. .

detern'inedby roor con ro .

. . .

. . t) e.g., designatedagreemen 
reliever forA

. Note: Yes meanS that funds can be raised at one airport and spent at another.

Not Ownedl
No Agreement

We assume thattherearethree kihds of airports:

The owned primary airport in a major metropolitan area;

9See: 49 U.S.c. S 47101(a)(5), (g):
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+ An owned alternate airport by the same authority or body that owns the
primary airport; there could be multipleai:rports inthis category

+ An airport that is not owned by the proprietor oHhe o:wned primar or
alternate airport and has no current agreement with them except as modified
inthe discussion below 

Owiedmeans operated and controlled as partofthe multiple airport system under a
single sponsor, Examples include Los AngelesWorld Airports: LAX, ONT andPMD;
Massport:BOS, BED, and ORH;PANYjNJ:EWR JFK LGA, and TEB; and the City of
PlUadelphia: PHLand PNE. 

AIPEntitlement-AIP Entitlement funds can be used at any owned airport, and
they can go to anon-owned airport with FAA approval.

AlP Discretionary- It is assumed. that FAA can make discretionary grants to any
airport without consideration of ownership or controlconditiohs. The limitations on
FAA' s abilty to do sowouldbe that it complies with its own laws and regulations
regarding AlP. Therefore, there is no issue of moving mOney among airports.

Passenger Facility Charges - PFCs raised at one owned airport can be spent at
another owned or controlled airport. They may not be. spent at an airport that is not
partof the system unless there is an ownership or control agreement in place, The
Chicago Gary Regional Airport Authority created such an agreement where PFC funds

. raised at O'Hare and Midway airports could be spent at Gary. It is possible to spend
PFC money raised at a carrier airport at an airport that is a designated reliever as long
as it is under conuon ownership ot control with the air carrier Ciirport.

An airport mayusePFC furtds for anintermodal surface tranportation project at
an airport under certain restrictions. The airport must adequately justify the project,
demonstrate that the ground access project preserves or enhances the capacity of the
national air transportation system and may use a PFC oLa value greater than $3.00 only
ifit has adequately provided for financing the airsideneeds of the airport.
Additiona:ll y , the PFC-financed portion of the ground access project must be forthe
exclusive use of airport patrons and employees, be constructed on airport-owned land
or right of way acquired or controlled by the airport and be connected to the nearest
public access facilty.

10 See: FAA Order 5500.
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Airport Revenues/Rates and Charges- Airport revenues (that is, its airline rates
and charges as well as concession fees) raised at one airport can be spent at another
owned or operated airport and at an airport within the local airport system, such as a
designated reliever airport. They also can be spent at other local facilities owned or
operated by the airport and directly and substantially related to the air transportation of
passengers or property. The abilty to spend money raised atone airport also depends
on airport use agreements. Even if a regional airport system was established, however,
current federal policies require airline fees to be "reasonable" (apparently by use of a
cost-based methodology), and airports may not create excessive surplus revenue.
Accordingly, federal policies may present impediments to an airport's abilty to charge
market-based fees and use that revenue for development at another airport.

An airport may use airport revenue for capital or operating costs of an
intermodallink at an airport. There are some restrictions on this use: the iJ,termodal
link must be an airport capital project; the revenue must be used only for that part of a
local facilty the airport owns or operates and only that portion which is directly and
substantially related to the air transportation of passengers or property.

The funds raised under Rates and Charges can be spent at any of the owned
airports as long as the airports are in use, and the costs of the other airports to be
included in the first airport's rate base are reasonably related to the aviation benefits
that the other airports provide or are expected to provide. Airlines can agree to rate-
basing fees to support another airport in the local system that is not in use and that does
not currently provide them with reasonable aviation benefits. Carriers may agree
where they expect the other airport to provide benefits for operations at the airport.
where the money is raised.

FUNDING INITIATIVES

As rioted above, FAA does have some abilty to use AIP funds to support
development of alternate airports in a region. In the case of PFCs and airport revenues,
the initiative for airport use lies with the airport proprietor.

FAA could consider modifications to the AIP program to provide more flexibilty
with funding where alternate airports are identified as necessary to accommodate
future growth. Ths should be limited to those areas that meet the test of being able to
support an alternate airport (greater than 10 milion originating passengers) and where
the abilty to expand the primary airport to accommodate increased demand is limited.
If so, FAA might consider waiving matching funds where new capacity is consistent
with regional needs even if a private airport is involved. But the merits of this need to
be weighed carefully because the provision of matching funds is often " the acid test" in
determining projects that are worthwhile, i. , those that sponsors are wiling to pay for.
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Even with restrictions on where such flexibilty could be employed, sponsors stil have
an incentive to develop projects that otherwise would not be justified.

FAA can elect to use discretionary funds to support alternate airport
development. Apparently, this was used successfully to improve Manchester and
Providence in the Boston region. It may have applicabilty elsewhere.

FAA currently has the authority to allow a sponsor to spend entitlement money
at other airports that it does not own or control, or has under an agreement.

SUPPORTING REGIONAL PLANNING

The case studies have shown that solid regional transportation planning is a
must to make better use of alternate airports. FAA sponsored a regional plannng
initiative in New England and this was instrumental in the development of Providence
and Manchester as alternates to Boston s Logan Airport. On the other hand, it is
understood that the development of MidAmerica Airport did not involve region-wide
planning and, as a result, alternate airport facilties were developed for which there
seems to be little current demand.

Regional planng is made more difficult in multi-state or other multi-
jurisdiction areas unless a broad-based planning organization is in place (or a surrogate
for one is created). FAA is attempting to do so in the New York City area by funding a
series of related studies with different sponsors to develop a regional airport passenger
database, which might be the foundation of a regional airport system plan. In any case
planers cannot affect the developments needed for alternate airports. Here the role of
the airport sponsor is paramount and it is more difficult to develop coordinated action
when airports within a region have different sponsors.

, The review of the literature has pointed out that alternate airports appear to
become viable once the primary airport has at least 10 million originating
enplanements. FAA should first determine which airports wil likely have 10 milion
originating enplanements by the year 2010 and which of these are critical alternate
airport regions. Presumably, this would be in those areas where expansion of the
existing primary airport or airports is not feasible. In these areas, FAA could fund
regional air transportation studies aimed at identifying planning and development
needs at alternate airports critical to the long run needs of the region. FAA could
require that regional air transportation studies funded with AIP for areas that have over
10 milion originating enplanementsevaluatealternate airport capacity and its potential
to meet capacity needs.
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Once such airports are identiied, FAA could facilitate development by
providing discretionar grants or approving the use of entitlement funds at non-owned
or controlled airports. These needs are most critical where airports are controlled by
different proprietors and cannot act as a single body in terms of funding development
at alternate locations. FAA's work in Boston and New York has shown that it can make
use of coordinated plannng grants to allow plannng on a regional basis to take place.

As metropolitan areas grow and become more congested and complex, FAA
needs to promote strong regional planning of airport systems. In the Los Angeles area,
communities are now looking at how many air passengers come from each community
Versus what the airports of that regiolJ can serve. They are raising the question of
whether it is unjust if a community does not expand its available airports to meet the
travel needs of its own passengers. FAA should monitor developments such as this and
their potential impacts on airport development.

Ground access to airports is also a key issue raised in the literature and the
interview program. Therefore, regional airport studies should have a ground access
component that is coordinated with the Federal Highway Administration (FHW A),
Federal Tranit Admistration (FT A) and the state deparents of transportation. FAA
needs to examine how additional airport or other federal funds can be made available
for access projects to lin airports to the major highway networks in the region. It is
also recommended that FAA, FHW A and the FT A use guidance in the "Intermodal
Ground Access to Airports: a Plannng Guide" to encourage airport access planning
and development on a regional basis. All three agencies should coordinate training
activities for field staff and state and local planng managers to incorporate improved
airport access planning in metropolitan and regional transportation plans.

The Departent of Transportation should work to effect additional cooperation
between FAA and surface tranportation bodies to enc9urage multi-modal planng. In
addition, DOT should encourage state and local governments to use surface
transportation planning and development funds to provide additional airport access
where access problems preclude the development of alternate airorts. Further, the
FAA should strongly encourage airport sponsors to actively participate on MPO and
other regional plannng and development agency policy and plannng commttees.

ADDITIONAL FEDERAL INITIATIVES

Currently, there are few incentives for carriers to use alternate airports other than
service differentiation. Market-based solutions such as differential pricing of primary
and alternate airports could stimulate the use of alternate airports. Other FAA and
DOT studies are examining economic and administrative means for demand
management, and the role of alternate airports should be considered in these.
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There is also a need to improve upon the strategiesforconvertingsurplus
military airports to civil use. In some cases, these airports are located so far from the
population base of a region, it is difficult to attact viable passenger or cargo service. In
other cases when airports are located close in; th re may be environmental constraints
or opposition to further development of militaryaidields aseivil airports. OnCea
decision is made toconvertanairportto non..airport use itis generally irreversibl
Therefore ccmsideration should be given to mandatory land barting of miltary
airports if thereis no current aviation use planned unless it can be shown thatthereis
no need for this facilty as a commercial aiport within the region for the foreseeable
futUre.

There isalso.aneed. for research. into how to best meet the environmental
challenges raised by growth at alternate airports.

SUMMARY

Each multiple airport region is unique both in the structue of its aviation system
and in the availabilty of alternate airports to meet capacity needs. This stUdy shows
that alternate airportshaveplayed a role in meeting regional capacity needs. This is
normally thecase when the level of traffic in an area issufficienUo support multiple
airports In some cases airport roles have evolved over tie while in others there was a
conscious effort to make use of multiple airports. The usage of alternate airports Can
make more efficient use of existing resources and better use of limited funds for airport
development.

. Some alternate airports can play only a limited role in adding to capacity . Many
of the close:'in alternate aiqmrtshave one or more of the following problems:

Administrativelirts on capacity 
+. Community opposition to further development
+ A need for better access to the alternate airport

AIternateairports on the peripheryofthemetropolianregionoftenhaveni,?re capacity
to offer. Hm.vever they tend not to belocatednear the ceritersofpopulation and rnay
have access problems.

. . 

Tl1e needed improvements are Iikel y to extend well beyond the
airpoit sdoma.in; In these cases; there is a need for coordination and cooperation with
surface transportatkmmodes in improved access. 

The case studies show that alternate airports can playa role in meeting capacity
needs once the demand growst6levels.thatwil supportmore.thanone airportin a..

region. In some cases, such as Los AngelesandN ew X ork; the multple airports that
handlecomrercialtraffc have evolved overtime~ In other areas, such as Bostonian
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explicit choice was made to rely more on alternate airports to meet regional air
transportation demand. As the demand for air travel continues to grow, alternate
airports can help meet some capacity needs and conserve on airport development
resources.
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APPENDIX A 
LITERATURE REVIEW

BACKGROUND.

As aresult of increased business, tourism, and shipping, air traffic worldwide is
increasing and it is inevitable that at some point airports become congested and unable
to handle higher l vels of air traffic without considerable delays. Some. of the major
metropolitan airports in the U.S. have already reached this point or are approachig it
at a rapid rate. The FAA Airport Capacity Benchmark Report 2001 analyzed capadtyat31
busiest U.Sairports.ll Honolulu International Airport is theonly delay-free airport in
the stUdy. Of these, 8 airports have been designated as "pacing" airports for having the
highest delay rates; For these airports; rnorethan 30 percent of flghts. have an average
delay of15 minutes or more per 1000 operations. One obvious solution to the airport
congestion would be to build new runways andfaciltiesafthe existing airports or to
build new airports. While SOme new runways are coming on line, this maybe a time
consuming and expensive option at some airports. It may take a decade to plan and
complete new runways and facilities. In certain cases, for example atNew York'
LaGuardia airport, the airports have norooIIl for expansion.

An alternative solution to airport capacity enhancement is the development of
additional airports near congested airports or alternate airports in thesame region. The
ptirpose of this review is to examine the relevant literature on pass nger s andairline
choices of airports, the economicsofairlil1e hub airports, the utilization of airports
within metropolitan areas and related subjects Whiehunderlie why airlines choose to
serve certain airports and the economic incentives that cause them to do so, andwhat
factors influence a passenger s choice among airports; 

lnthe sec:tions below, each literatUre source is discussed separately. Page
numbers for citations are notedin parentheses.

, . " ," .

11 Ofcoursei delays have been reduced subsequent to the drop in traffc due to the aftermath of the
terrorist attacks of September 11 2001. These trafic decreasesloweredthe level of delay at airports, but
thetiaffc is expected to contiue the secular growth patterns, returning delay to theairports.
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LDmRATURE SOURCE 1

Author:
Tite:
Published:

Richard de Neufile
Planning Multi-Airport Systems in Metropolitan Regions in the 1990s
Prepared for the US Federal Aviation Adminstration, May 11, 1994

The main focus of ths study is the development of additional airport capacity at
the existing congested airport or at a second airport in a metropolitan region. One of
the possible long-term solutions is distribution of traffc between the existing major
airport and any secondary airports in the same area. This study presents guidelines for
determg when is it desirable to invest in a second airport in a metropolitan area.

Geographic Definitions of a System

It is important to note that from the users I perspective, the ownership of the

airport is not important and a multi-airport system includes all the airports that serve a
specific region. Therefore, airports associated with different cities and jurisdictions can
belong to the same multi-airport system (i.e., Baltimore and Washington). In this
report, a multi-airport system is considered to be comprised of airports that are as close
to the metropolitan region as one of the existing major airports (about an hour of travel
to/from the airport to the commercial and residential centers), or if they are officially
designated and operated as a part of the multi-airport system by local authorities.

Theshold of Significance for Second Airport

I' Above a certain level of originating traffic from a metropolitan region, a second

airport (and thus a multi-airport system) is signficant. Below this level it is not." (29)
The threshold for signficant development of second airports is reached when the total
traffic for the region is greater than 25 milion total passengers a year. If the primary
airport is a transfer hub, then the theshold is not reached until the traffc at the primary
airport is much higher,

Distribution of Traffic- Natural Concentration of Traffic

The secondary airports generally have 50 percent or less of the traffc at the
primary airport. Traffic is correspondingly lower for the thid, fourfh and fifth airports.
This trend is apparent even when a secondary airport is a preferred airport for a
signiicant fraction of the passengers. For example; the Oakland airport in the San
Francisco Bay Area is closest to about 40 percent of passengers yet it only has about 17
percent of the market.
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Reasons for Concentration

Whenever market economies are present, competitive markets are formed and
the concentration of airline traffic is just another example.

Consumers flock. to where the service is the best; Providers install
themselves preferentially where there are the most customers.
Competition reinforces the tendency of traffic to concentrate. Providers
recognize that customers wil gopreferehtially to the site with the widest
the best array of services, and thus strive to match the level of services
provided by their competitors. They thus are reluctantto provide services
at secondary sites." (32)

The level of competition is a signicant factor in explaining the degree of
concentration of activity at a single airport. While an increase in competition increases
concentration at a primary airport, a monopolistic environment encourages the use of
secondary airports. The main counteracting tendency to airport concentration is an
increase in congestion.

One of the factors affecting the level of runway congestion is the size of the
aircraft. Using larger aircraft would decrease runway congestion. Over the longer
term, the average size of aircraft has stayed about the same as airlines try to provide
greater frequency of service using more flghts as opposed to using larger aircraft.
Recent1y however, the shift of flying by mainline carriers to regional airlines likely wil
reduce average aircraf size.

The relative allocation of passengers is influenced by the level of hubbing or
transfer operations. "Passengers transferring between aircraf do not switch airports,
and should be excluded from consideration when thinking about the traffic that
promotes a multi airport system(. .. )." (34)

Transfer Hubs Reinforce Concentration

When the primary airport in the region is a major transfer hub, it is less likely
that the traffc wil be split between that airport and its secondary airports.

Limitations on Government Interference

Most of the time governments are unable to counteract the market' s natural
tendency toward concentration at the primary airports by directing the traffic towards
the secondary airports in the region.
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Traffic Volatilty at Secondary Airports

Traffc at secondary airports is specialized, making them more vulnerable to
shits in traffic from one airport to another. The volatilty of traffic at an airport is a
percentage change around the long-term trend and its fonnula is:

Volatility ((Actual Traffc Trend Traffc)/frend) x 100

Planning Multi-Airport Systems

Aviation traffic does not follow a stable, long-term growth trend. It depends on
numerous innovations (technological, marketing, work rules, etc.) and it is a derived
good. Both characteristics make it hard to forecast aviation traffic accurately.

Dynamic strategic planning is used when the future cannot be forecast
accurately. It is dynamic because it anticipates that the plans wil need to be adjusted 
order to be coordinated with the actual events. It is strategic because it is long-term
plannng. Dynamic strategic planng is often used in the development of multi-airport
systems.

Insofar as airport traffic can be expected to double every 10 to 15
years(oo. ), and insofar as the time between planng and implementation
of major projects is also about a decade or more, this means that regions
which currently have 10 to 15 millon total passengers a year should
anticipate and plan for the possibilty of some kind of second airport." (51-
52)

LITERATURE SOURCE 2

Author:
Title:
Publication:

Richard de Neufvulle
Management of Multi-Airport Systems

Journal of Air Transport Management Vol. No, 2, pp. 99-110, 1995

In order to avoid over-investing in second airports it is important to understand
how the traffic develops at these airports. Secondary airport and multi-airport systems
are more likely to be justified in metropolitan areas with high levels of air traffic.
However, high levels of air traffic in themselves are not sufficient to justify
development of a secondary airport. A secondary airport must be suffciently attractive
in comparison with the primary airport to draw a sizable business. It is attactive when
it provides convenient access to desired air services. Originating air passengers
consider two main factors when looking for air service location: the geographic
accessibilty of an airport and the frequency of departures.
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Airlines, on the other hand, try to optimize the use of their aircraft. When
allocating flghts to secondary airports the airlines have to consider

not only whether they can achieve competitive load factors in the
secondary market, but whether there is sufficient additional traffic that
wil compensate for the loss in the airline s market share in the major
market. (.,,) This competitive dynamic that leads airlines to match flghts
on routes also leads them to allocate flghts to the primary airports rather
than provide service to second airports. r...) When airlines have a choice
they tend to allocate flghts to secondary airports when their primary
airport either is heavily congested or has so much frequency that there is
litte penalty for allocating a flight elsewhere." (101)

Pattern of Concentration

Evidence suggests that the second busiest airport in a multi-airport system has
about a third of the busiest airport s traffic. Only significant technical or political
constraints to the concentration of traffic at a primary airport would cause second
airports to have more than 50 percent of the traffc of the busiest airport. The threshold
for a successful multi-airport system is 10 millon origiating passengers. Traffic
volatility at a smaller airport is signficantly higher than at a larger airport and at
airports with less than one milion total annual passengers traffic can be expected to be
most highly variable.

Incre ental Invest ents

If future demands are uncertain, it is risky to build secondary airports. When
risk is involved, managers may opt for building facilities incrementally, according to the
demad. Unfortunately, economies of scale are lost when this option is chosen and
higher costs per unit of capacity are realized. AUhe same time, significant savings are
realized wh n capital is not wasted on capacity that turns out to be unnecessary. When
deciding on the optimal level of insurance, expected value should be maximized by
weighting the consequences of possible future by their estimated probabilty.

Dyna ic Strategic Plan

In order to identify the risk of investing in a secondary airport, data should be
collected on similar facilities, in similar circumstances, over the previous 10 to 20 years.
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LITERATURE SOURCE 3

Author:
Tite:

Nigel P,S. Denns
The Competitive Role of Secondary Airports in Major

Conurbations1995 
Airport Planning Issues: Proceedings of Seminar held at the PTRC
European Transport Forum, University of Warwick, England, from
11-15 September 1995, pp. 53-

Date:
Publication:

The purpose of this study is to assess the interaction between the primary and
the secondary airports at Europe s main airports. The term "secondary airport" is used
loosely to include small airports that provide some scheduled service and are less than
70 km or about 1 hour away from the major airport. As is the case with the United
States, a number of Europe s major airports are at their capacity limits while secondary
airports in their area have signicant excess capacity, Another role of the secondary
airports is to provide domestic services where its location is more attactive than the
location of the main airport. Some secondary airports develop cross-water services as
their competitive edge because, geographically, they avoid a backtrack to the major
airport. By minimiing the length of the trip, the costs are kept down. Finally,
secondary airports may have an important function for short haul carriers that do not
require the facilities of the larger airports.

Impact of Secondary Airports on Passenger Demand

Secondary airports can stimulate new air travel demand, share the existing
demand with a primary airport, or reduce demand by preventing the development of
the critical mass of air service at one location.

Surface Access and Catchment Areas

The secondary aiports often allow the passengers to fly out of a more
conveniently located facilty. Construction of public transport links to a secondary
airport is rarely justiied because of low passenger throughputs. Therefore, for
passengers without a car, it is often easier to reach a primary airport though it is
significantly further away than a secondary airport. As for the passengers that live
closer to a primary airport, they are unlikely to use a secondary airport, especially for
scheduled services.

Public transport usage often seems to be higher amongst people
further from the airport, if they have a direct link. Public transport usage
is generally higher amongst scheduled passengers than charter
passengers. This is surprising at the first sight but is likely to be because
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there is mOre inbound traffic on scheduled services and scheduled
passengers generally have less luggage. (no page number, section 5.

One way of stimulating business at a secondary airportisbyundercuttingthe
major airport on airport charges. However/ the reduction in charges would have to be
signicant in order to inuence an airline s decision to change airports.

Conclusion

Many secondary airports in EurQpe could playa ITlOre important role in meeting
the demand for air traveL Operations at secondary airports canbeexpanded through
mote links to inajorintemational hubs and by offering low Cost services that Can attact
demand from a widercakhmentarea by competing on price. Airport charges at
secondary airports should be competitive to those at primary airports.

LITERATURE.SOURCE4
Author: Mark A. Bradley
Title: uBehavioral Models on Airport Choice and Air Route Choice
Publication: Travel Behaviour Research: Updating tir State of Play, Amsterdam:

Elsevier 1998, pp. 141-159

The purpose of this study is to provide models of air travel route choices because
it iscrucialfor airport planning. It describes a study done by Hague ConsultingGroup
fortheNetherlands Civil Aviation AuthoritY. Stated preference surveys are used 
designng the models for analyzing future demand for Amsterdam Schipholairport and
for regional airports in the Netherlands

Background

A person traveling from origin Oto destinationUhas a choice among possible
routes of typeOXYZD where:

I! Xis the departure airport
.. Y is. the transfer airport
.. Z is the arrival airport

The choice of flying a direct route or using atrariferairport depends on the
folloWing variables:

\ . 

Air fate.

Modes available to/from the airport
Travel time to/from the airport
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Frequency/tiIingofflghts
Congestion/ punctualityqf flghts

Extra journey time for transfer
Airlinesservingthe route

Parking facilities .

Check.;in facilities
Lounge / restaurant/ shopping facilties
Transferfacilties .
Baggage/customs/immigration facilities

The . Sta.ted Preference Survey

Three types of passengers were surveyed (144):

Residents for whom Schiphol is the current or the potential departure airport(X) 
Passengers with destiations in the Same area butresiding outside this area
for whom Schiphol is the current or a potehtialarrrval airport(Z)

Passengers on long flghts with both origins and destinations outside this
area, but for whom Schiphol is the current of a potential transfer airport (Y).

The interview was composed of the following parts:

1. "General Informationabout the type of trip and flght taken
2. Details of the flght(s) taken (airline, flght number tirnes,etc
3. Inormation about the ticket price and method of booking 
4. Details of the trip origin and the trip totheairort (mode, travel time, etc.
5. Questkmsaboutthe most likelyaIternative airport and travel tothatairport
6. The SP choice experiment, offering different routes atdifferentprices
7. .Information about the respondent and his or her household." (146)

Results

The most signficant variable explaining the air route choice is the ticket price.
" A 100% improvement infrequency, for example is worth about 15% of fare for
businesstravelerswithIEurope, but only about 2-5% offarefor the other segments.
(156) The second most signicant variable is theactess time to the airport. "A one hour
difference in travel tie is worth 20-40%offare for the business segments and 10.;20%
for the other segments, with the highest vaiue for the shorter trip segmentS." (156)
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LITERATURE SOURCE 5

Author:
Title:

Norman Ashford and Messaoud Benchemam
Passenger s Choice of Airport: An Application of the Multinomial

Logit Model"
Airport Planning, Operation, and Management, Transportation Research
Record 1562, Washington, DC: Transportation Research Board, 1987

pp.

Publication:

This study describes an airport choice model that can be used for more reliable
planng of airport systems. This model was based on the microeconomic theory of
consumer choice. The independent variables used in this model were surface access
time, frequency of flght service, and airfare. Each passenger used in a sample was
asked to provide the following data: Surface origi, flight destination, age, day of the
week of each on which trip was made, trip purpose, selected airport, travel time from
surface origi to all competing airports, number of flghts from the competing airport to
the selected destination in that particular day of the week, and air fare from the
competing airports to the selected destination. 

Central England was selected as the area of the study, and airports considered
were Manchester, Birmingham, East Midlands, Luton, and London s Heathrow. There
were three categories of destinations included in this study:

1. Domestic: Belfast, Jersey, Glasgow, and Aberdeen
2. International: Dublin, Amsterdam, Franfurt, and Brussels
3. Inclusive tours: Palma, Alicante, and Ibiza

Passengers were classifed into four trip-purpose categories:

1. Domestic

2. International business

3. Internationalleisure
4. International inclusive tours

Data used in this study pertained to both the chosen and the rejected airports.
That is to say, ifa passenger originating in Nottingham traveled from Manchester
Airport to Amsterdam (on Thursday, for example), the following was computed:

la. Travel time from the point of origin in Nottngham to Manchester airport.

lb. Number of flghts from Manchester Airport to Amsterdam on Thursday, and
the economy airare.
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2a. Travel times from Nottngham to alternative airports: Birmingham Airport
EastMidlands Airport, and Heathrow Airport.

. 2b. The number oHlights on Thursday to Amsterdam frol1. each alternative
airport and the respective economy air fares.

TheMultinomiallogitmodel was used:

P'k. 

. .

I'd:
gk. ==e 4I

,;,

where:

gk=- ptobabilty that alternative gwil be chosen by individualk

gk= al Xl +

.,. + 

XIl = representative function of the utility where 0, az 

.. . 

all
are parameters to be estimated and ... XII are explanatory variables

Separate models were calculated tor business, leisure, inc1usivetour, and
domestic air passengers. The utilty function of the model is:

V ==alxTT a2 x FREQ + a3X FARE

where:

7T 

== 

travel tie to the airport
FRI;Q 

=- 

number offlghts per day,
FARE = air fare, and
al a2 a3 

== 

coefficients to be estimated in the calibration

Thefollowing conclusions were made based on the results of the model:

J, A fare policy would give the best results in the attraction of more passengers
if it were applied atManchester Airport for domestic passengers and at East
Midland Airport for leisure passengers. .

. An Access improvement policy would give the best results if the attaction of
more passengers if it were applied at Manchester Airport for domestic and
inclusive tour passengers and at East Midland Airport for business andleisurepassengers. 
A frequency. offlghts policy would give the best results in attacting more
passengers if it were applied at Manchester Airport for business, inclusive
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tour, and domestic passengers and at East Midland Airport for leisure
passengers." (4)

As we can see, the multinomiallogit model used for airport choice had good
explanatory abilty and predicted choices actually made. In this study, elasticity
analysis was also done and it showed that access time, flght frequency, and airfare
cannot be viewed as equal determinants of airport choice. In other words, airport
choice was not equally responsive to changes in its determinants. The accessibilty was
more important than frequency of flghts, and the fare variable was signicant only for
leisure and domestic travelers. The model can be useful in forecastig the
redistribution of passengers between primary and secondary airports in a multi-airport
system.

LITERATURE SOURCE 6

Author:
Title:
Publication:

Greig Harvey
II Airport Choice in a Multiple Airport Region
Transportation Research-A Vol. 21A, No. 6, pp. 439-49, 1987

Airport utilization is a result of choices made by airlines and passengers.
Airlines chose an airport based on their anticipated operational efficiencies. This paper
analyses characteristics of an airport that affect passengers' airport choice, When
deciding on a trip, an air passenger is presented with several decisions including:
whether to make the trip or not, destination, date and time of travel, airline airport,
location of departure airport, fare category, mode of access, parking option. Signifcant
differences in airport choices are made between a) residents vs. nonresidents (residents
are assumed to have more information about the available airport options); and b)
business vs. non-business travelers (business travelers are relatively insensitive to cost
compared to non-business travelers). Therefore, four different models should be
developed for: resident business travelers, resident non-business travelers, nonresident
business travelers, nonresident non-business travelers. Ths paper only focuses on two
of these models: resident business travelers and resident non-business travelers.

For this study, a sample data was obtained from air passengers in all three major
Bay Area airports: San Francisco International (SFO), Oakland International (OAK),
and San Jose Municipal (SJC). The passengers were asked for origi address and trip
purpose. Nonresidents were excluded from data sample. The survey allowed the
passengers to chose from the following trip purpose categories: convention, business,
school, personal emergency; vacation, miltary leave, and other. Further, survey
respondents were asked a reason for airport choice:
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1. Chosen by travel agent
2. Closest airport to home
3. Closest airport to work
4. Only flght/ most convenient flght
5. Easier to get to/from
6. More convenient/ cheaper parking
7. Less crowded airport
8. Always use this airport

Two variables were used in th model: airport access time and flght frequency
to the chosen destination. Results suggest significant differences between resident
business and resident non-business travelers. Access tie is less important to non-
business travelers as is diect flght frequency, though relative frequency has a similar
coefficient. These conclusions are consistent with previous notions of the differences
between business and non-business travelers: non-business travelers value time less
than business travelers, and non-business travelers use private funds so to them cost is
more infuential on airport choice. Finally, non-business travelers may simply be less
experiehced or inormed about the existing airport options.

The analysis led to additional conclusions:

1. Given nine or more flghts to a destination at each of two competing airports,
the closest one is almost always chosen.

2. "Beyond a threshold level; additional direct flghts to a specific destination do
not appear to make an airport more attractive. In the Bay Area data, this
threshold is nine flghts per day for both business and non-business travelers.
The marginal contribution of each additional direct flght decreases up to
nine flights per day." 448

3. Departure airport with direct service is chosen over an airport offering
commuter and connectig flghts.

4. There was no distinguishing between nonstop versus multi-stop direct
flghts.

5. The marginal disutilty of access time appears to decrease with total time.

6. The respohSe to access time varies with the length of flght.

7. Airport choice and access mode choice do not appear together.
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LITERATURE SOURCE 7

Author:
Title:

Robert Windle and Martin Dresner
" An Empirical Analysis of Airport Choice in a Multiple-Airport

. "

eglOn.

fournalofTransport Engineering Vol. 121, No. 1995, pp. 332-337Publication:

In order to make effective operational decisions, airport managers and
transportation planners need to understand the criteria used by passengers in their
aiport selection. Numerous papers have already been written on this subject. Most of
them used binomial or multinomiallogit approach to assess the criteria passengers use
in selecting an airport. The binomiallogit model explain the difference in utilty
between two choices and multinomiallogit model allows for number of choices.
Explanatory variables most often used in previous studies area measure of travel time
to the airport and airline service at the regional airports. This paper extends previous
studies by incorporating a new variable for airport experience.

Data used in this study is gathered on passenger airport preference in
Washington/Baltimore region. The destinations used in this study were the 30 most
popular destiations from the region and the only domestic destinations with over
100,000 annual passengers in 1987. The passengers from National, Dulies and
Baltimore/Washington International airports were asked questions about their air trip
(e.g., destiation, purpose), ground access to the airport (e.g., origin of trip, ground
access mode), airport choice (e.g., reason for choosing the airport, other airports
considered), and about themselves (e.g., permanent residence, income).

Similarly to Harvey's study (described above), the data cases were divided into
four groups because each group may place different value on some of the explanatory
variables. These are the four groups in question:

1. Resident business travelers

2. Resident non-business travelers
3, Visitor business travelers
4. Visitor non-business travelers

Choice-specific variables used were: airport access time, weekly flght frequency, and
average ticket price. Chooser-specific variables were the duny variables for National
and Dulles airports and the base case variable for BWI.

Airport access time was important to all passengers but relatively more
important to resident business and resident non-business passengers. Weekly flght
frequencies were signicantly important to all passengers but the most important to
non-resident business passengers. Average airline ticket price was significantly
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important to all passengers but in an unexpected way, it appears that passengers were
attacted to higher prices. Bad price data may explain ths unexpected result and hence,
the price variable was excluded from further estimation.

A revised base case (without price variable) was considered under three
scenarios. Under the first scenario, it is assumed that a passenger has a 30-miute
commute to all three airports that have the same flght frequency. Thirty-eight percent
of the resident business passengers would choose BWI under those conditions. If the
access time to BWI decreases to 20 minutes but all the other assumptions stay the same,
the percentage of resident-business passengers choosing BWI increases to 57 percent. If,
however, the access time to all airports is to stay at 30 minutes, but the flght frequency
at BWI increases from 14 to 28 per week (flght frequency at the other two airport stays
at 14), the number of passengers choosing BWI wil be 42 percent. Similar calculations
are done for the other thee groups of passengers.

The next step was to use the results from the revised base case in addition to
chooser-specific variables for passenger experience with National and Dulles airports
(BWI was the base case). The chooser specific variables show how many times the
passengers included in the survey used National or Dulles airports. The results indicate
that passengers ' experience with National is a negative factor in choosing BWI. In all
cases, National and Dulles users do not tend to use BWI.

The revised base case with the airport experience variables is then redone using
the data for only the passengers who arrived at the airport by motor vehicles as it was
thought that automobile travel times may not be a good indication of the actual travel
time for the passengers that arrived at the airports using different mean of
transportation. However, the results of this specification are simiar to the results of the
previous estimation (without excluding non-automobile arrivals).

Finally, an estimation case was done for the revised base case from aviation
zones that were not dominated by one airport. The zones dominated by one airport are
defined as the ones in which seventy five percent or fewer passengers chose only one of
the three airports. This was done in order to include only the competitive zones
because it is assumed that some passengers live so close to one of the three airports that
for them there is no real airport choice. The hypothesis was that the passengers in these
competitive zones were not as inuenced by the access travel time. The hypothesis was
only tre for non-resident travelers, especially for non-resident, non-business travelers.

In conclusion, airport access time and flght frequencies were important
detemtnants of airport choice and more so for business than non-business travelers. A
passenger experience with an airport was also an important determiant of airport
choice. And finally, in " competitive airport zones " airport access time was still a
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signiicant determiant of airport choice (except for non resident, non-business
travelers).

LITERATURE SOURCE 8

Author:
Tite:

Mark Hansen and Tara Weidner
Multiple Airport Systems in the United States: Current Status and

Future Prospects
Airport Planning, Operation, and Management, Transportation Research
Record 1562, Washington, DC: Transportation Research Board
1995, pp. 8-

Publication:

This study examines the existing multi-airport systems (MASs) and the
possibilties for the new MASs in the United States using FAA and other data. In the
United States, 14 MAS regions were identified. They are found in urban areas and their
advantage over single-airport systems is that the access costs are reduced (travelers may
chose a closer airport) as well as some social coasts such as congestion and emissions.
Finally, a multi-airport system increases competition between aiport services. Despite
these advantages, a multi-airport system has its downide as well. One of the services
most valued by passengers is the frequency of flghts leaving an airport, a condition
that clearly favors all flghts leaving from a single airport. Airlines are encouraged to
serve only one airport in the region because of a certain fixed station costs. Economies
of hubbing are another reason for favoring single airport systems.

Once the MAS regions were identified, the Herfinah concentration index (HCI)
was used as a measure of the degree of a passenger activity concentration at a single
airport in the region. It is a sum of the squared traffic shares of each airport. A single
airport system has the HCI of 1, whie an airport in MAS with a low enplanement
concentration has the HCI closer to zero. In other words, the HCI index tells us how a
MAS differs from a single airport system. MAS systems used in this study were
selected based on the following criteria:

1. Each airport is in the same community (as designated by FAA), or within 30
miles of the primary airport, or each airport is in the same Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA) or Consolidated MSA (CMSA).

2. The HCI for the airport is less than 0.95.

Determinants of MAS Concentration

The MAS concentration is an important characteristic of an airport and
considerable effort was given to understanding the factors that infuence it. At a micro
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levelthese factors are: location and accessibilty, capacity, use restrctions, traveler and
travel agent awareness, and other Iactors thatinuence traveler sairport choice. Ata
macroJevel level of concentration is affected bythreeJactors The Jirst factor isa
decrease in local traffic (O&Dtraffic). A high level oflocal traffc signies a reduced
frequency advantageofaprimary airport and more airlines are wiling to serve more
than one airport in the same region. The second factor is the connecting traffic. As
connecting traffic increases, so does the concentration level. because it isvery costly. and
inconvenient to transfer passengers from one airport to another for a connecting flght.
Finally,an increase in the land area of the MAS should cause a decrease inconcentration level. .

The models developed to represent MAS concentration level take the following
form:

In(HCII(l-HCI))= a + P* In(ODPAX) + 5 * In(ENP)+ In(AREA)+ &

where:

Hcr + Herfindah concentration index;
ODPAX + total MASO&D passengers intheyear1991 (milions);
ENP + total MAS enplaned passengers in the year 1991(mil1ions);
AREA + land area of the region; in square miles;
& =a stochastic error term;

and = coeffcients to be estimated.

Determinants of MAS. Status.

The datacQllected suggests that there is a strong correlation between hub class
and MAS status. "OHhe51regions(takingintoaccountour cOnsolidations) defined as
large' or ' medium hubs' by the FAA (that is, with enplanementsofO.25 percent of more
of the nationaltbtal), allthose with 20millonenplanements and 50 percent of the
hubs' with10-20milibnenplanementsare MAS regions, whereas 90percentwith
under 10 milion enplanementsareserved by single airports." (1506) A model
developed for analyzing the MAS status takes the following form:

Pi (MAS) = 9kXjk /(1+e9kxjk)

where:

Pi (MAS) = probabilty that region I is a MAS region 

Xjk = a vector of regional characteristics; 

Ok = a vector of coefficients to be estimated.
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Potential Multiple Airport Systems

A potential for development of additional multi-airport systems was investigated
using the two models described above: a model for determining MAS concentration
and a model for analyzing a MAS status. The MAS probabilty of each of the 40 large
and middle hubs currently served by a single airport was calculated, The probabilties
were calculated for 1990 and using FAA forecasts for 2000. They were then compared
to the calculated probabilties for existing MASs. Based on the results for 1990, Atlanta
is a single airport system most likely to be a MAS. MAS probabilty estimates for 2000
see six regions as potential MASs: Atlanta, Denver, Phoenix, Boston, Las Vegas, and
Orlando. However, different models show different probabilties for the same airports
mainly due to the differences in assumptions about whether the distribution of traffic
between connecting and O&D passengers affects the probabilty of being MAS. Finally,
a total of 13 single airport systems were identiied as having a potential of developing
into a MAS. These 13 areas are:

1. Atlanta, GA
2. Denver, 

3. Phoenix, 

4. Boston, MA
5. Las Vegas, 

6. Orlando, FL

7. St. Louis, MO
8. Philadelphia, P 

9. MinneapolisjSt.Paul, MN
10. San Diego, CA
11. Seattle, WA
12. Pittsburgh, P A
13. Charlotte, NC

LITERATURE SOl1RCE 9

Author:
Title:

Eric Pels, Peter Nijkamp and Piet Rietveld
Substitution and Complementarity in Aviation: Airports vs.

Airlines
Transportation Research - E Vol. No. pp. 275-286, 1997Publication:

This paper begins with guidelines for determining when a hub-spoke (HS) or a
fully connected (FC) network wil be optimal. A model was developed in order to
analyze how aIrports compete for transfer passengers and how airport decisions
infuence airline networks. Following are some conclusions reached through this study.
Airlines compete on flght frequency, fare and capacity. An airline may be considered
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to be a firffsellng seats in different farec1asses with the abilty to adjust the number of
seats in each class. An airline with16w marginal cost per passenger and low fixed cost
per lin will tend to operate a fully connectedtransportatimlnetWork with n (
nodes (3 node networkoff rs the following O&D 10cations:AB BA, ACwhile a hub-
spoke network offers AB and BCconnections).

When an airline prefers to operate a hub-spoke network, hubs wil be located in
airports with the highest demand. Price competition between airports is not very
effective and a larger hub is preferred even if its taxes12 are higher. One of the
observations concerning airport pricing is that a monopol:yairline is a rent seeker and
demand decreases as the airline increases prices to capture extra rents, The airport
must increase taxes in order to break even and an increase in the tax level causes airline
prices to fall, demand to increase andfinally, airporttax to decrease. If an equilibrium
between airline and an airport exists then the airport tax isa tax on airline monopoly

. profits cidif an airport is private, it may signfyaniricreasein welfare gain.

LITERATURE SOURCE 10

Author:
Title:

Eric Pels, Peter Nijkamp, and Piet Rietveld 
tI Airport and Airline Competition for Passengers Departing from a
Large MetropolitanAreati .
Journal afUrban Economics , pp. 2945, 2000Publisher:

In ths paper, a nested multinomia1logit model was used to develop an airport
and airline choice model. This model was used in analyzing both airportandairline 
competition in amulti airport system, and the model can also be used in determining
the optimal passenger charges. It is shown that if the frequency elasticity of demand is
smaller thanl an equilbrium exists between airfare-frequency and passenger-charges.

The Passenger Discrete Choice Model

Whle formulating the pasSengers I choice model, it was assumed that there was a
market with different departure. airports and. a single destination. It was also assumed
that airlines were restricted to operate from only one airport. The passenger could
chose a flght based on the price and the departure time, The utilty of the passenger
usingone.airport as opposed toa different oriedepends on the passenger charge, the
access time.to the airport, and the maximum expected utilty of the alternatives in the
choice set of airlines available from each departue airport. 

12 In this study, airport taxes are actually landing fees.
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The Airlines ' Maximization Problem

An airline chooses to operate a route from a particular airport if its profits are not
negative, that is to say, if the fare price is greater than the marginal cost. Their profits
are calculated as follows:

Ttj;; (Pj 
- Cj) 

NP(j, i) kfj Kj, E D L(i)

where:

N ;; total number of passengers in the system,

P(j, i) = probabilty that of departue airport and airline is chosen

pj 

;; the price of airfare

Cj marginal cost per passenger,

jj 

;; frequency on that route,

kj ;; marginal cost per flght,

Kj = fixed cost.

A response function was formulated for maximizing profits with respect to the airfare
yields and with respect to the frequency of service yields; It was concluded that if the
frequency of demand is smaller than 1 , there is an equilibrium between airfare and
frequency. If the elasticity was greater than one than an increase in frequency would
cause disproportional increase in demand. Each increase in frequency would, therefore,
result in additional frequency increase. Because of this, the study assumes the
frequency elasticity less than one,

Determination of Optimal Airport Passenger Charges

If cost recovery is a requirement then the optimal passenger charge at an airport 
IS:

taxi;; mCi (rKi)/(NP(i))

where:

mCi = the constant marginal cost per passenger, and
rKi;; the capacity cost (Ki is the capacity of airport i).

It was further concluded from the analysis that an airport with better accessibilty may
charge higher taxes compared to an airport with a lower accessibilty.
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larger improvements of the accessibilty could create a natural
monopoly for one of the ai"lines. Also, if the increase in the airfare outweighs
the increase in frequency and decrease in the competitor s airfare, an increase in
an airport's accessibilty may even lead to a decrease of the airport's market
share (the 'winnng' airline cashes in on the improved accessibilty). " (43)

The conclusions reached in this study have signicant implications in deciding whether
to build a new airport in a region. While an investment in accessibilty or capacity may
increase attactiveness of the airport in question, it may also increase the passenger
charge in order to provide the funding for that investment. An increase in the
passenger charge would decrease attactiveness of the airport. Therefore, "
determining the optimal level of investment or capacity of airports, it is also possible to
determine if (or at what value of N) a new airport has to be built." (43)

LITERATURE SOURCE 11

Author:
Title:
Publication:

J. David Innes and Donald H. Doucet
Effects of Access Distance and Level of Service on Airport Choice

Journal of Transportation Engineering, Vol. 116 No, 4, July August
1990

The purpose of this paper is to examine the importance of airport proximity
relative to other level of service aspects, The study area is the province of New
Brunswick, Canada. It is a rural area with the population of about 250,000 residents.
Residents have three aiport options with respect to scheduled air service: Charlo and
Chatham on the east side of the study area and St. Leonard on the west. The first two
airports offer a single daily flght to and from Montreal. St. Leonard offers flghts to
Fredericton, New Brunswick, and Quebec City, Quebec. Montreal is a hub whereas
Fredericton and Quebec City are not.

The airport choice decision was evaluated using a disaggregate choice model
that examined the importance of distance issue in relation to other service issues. It was
assumed that in choosing an airport, the airport chosen would be one alternative and
the second alternative would be the airport not chosen that is the closest to the trip
origin. This choice mechaism was further analyzed using a binary logit model. Data
sample consisted of 1 934 travelers' responses.

The most appropriate distance variables to be used were chosen from a group of
12 different distance variables. Based on the results of the goodness of fit of the models,
three distance variables have been selected: Var3 = farthest - nearest, VarS = var3 
farthest, and Var9 = var3 * (farthest +nearest)j2. The non-distance explanatory
variables used in this paper are: TTPE (ticket type), TPAID (ticket buyer), STAY
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(length of stay), PURBOS(trip purpose), PLANEDIF (describes if there is a difference in
aircraft types between the two airports), DIRDIFF(availabilty of direct flghts), and
FLYDIFF (difference in flying times). 

The LOGIST procedure calibrated the binary logitmbdel as follows:

. PA 

== 

i/(1 exp I a- (VA VB))

where:

VA VB= a vedor of differences between thechoic alternatives andB; andPA
is the probabilty of choosing 

The independent variables are thus expressed as diferences in values. In this
study, was the farther airport while B was the nearer." (511..512) The results of
regressionS show that the coefficient of the distance variable is negative, suggesting that

. the probability of choosing an airport increased with its distance, which is cOli.trary to
what was expected. The data were reviewed and it was concluded that the data were
biased because an extremely high proportion of the data sample indicated that farther
airport was used. 

New models were developed not using the distance variables. The single most
important variable was shownto be the type of 

aircraft variable aJ travelers were
wiling to travel signficant distancein order toreach an airport with jetservice. Flying
time difference and availability of direct flghts were other significant variables. It was
concluded that discrete choice models are good at analyzing the airport choice process
and should be used in airport system planning. 

LITERATURE SOURCE 12

EricPels Peter Nijkamp andPiet Rietveld
" Airport and Airline Choice in a Multiple Airport Region: An
EripiricalAnalysis forthe San Francisco Bay Area

Publication: Regional Studies, Vot 35:1 , pp. 1- 2001 
Author:
Title:

Tnthispaperanested logitmodelwasused in order to analyze passenger choice
of airports in relation to their choice of airlines. Its main purpose is "to determine:

1. Whchvariables are the most important (signcant) determinants ofthe
passengers' airport choice;

TheStatiticaiAnalysisSystem (SAS) LOGIST procedure.
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2. The preferred specificationofthestatistical model; and

3. How these results (and the statistically preferred model) can be used to
analyze airport competition in a multi-airport context" (2)

An air passengerhas to make two decisions when deciding on airservice First,
he/she has to choose an origin airport and sec()nd, the passenger needs to choose an
airline. Lookingfrom a different viewpoint, an airline compet s with other airlines at
the same.airporthut.alsowith airlines at other airports in the same region; These
choices are based on the maximum utilty of using departure airport (d) and airline (1).

The main factors affecting the average systematic utilty of alternative airlines are
determined by the airfare and frequency while the utilty of using airport (d) depends
on the accesstirne to the airport. Passenger characteristic data were obtained from 1995
Airline Passenger Survey conduct dby the Metropolitan TransportationCommission
(MTe), Oakand, Calif6rnia. Oneof the main conclusionsisthat for both business and
leisure travelers, a nestedmultinomiallogit model is statistically preferable over the
multinomiallogit mQdel14; with nests determined by th departue airport." (7)

UTERATURESQURC:F13

Author:
Title:

Ana Beatriz Figueiredo Monteiro and Mark Hansen
Improvements toAirport Ground Access and Behavior of

Multiple Airport System: BART Extension to San Francisco
International Airport
Airport Planning, Operation, and Management, Transportation Research
Record 1562. Washington, DC: Transportation Research Board,
1996,pp. 38-47 

Publication:

Ths study develops two airport choice models that evaluate infl uences of an
iriproverIentingroimd access to oneairport onthe multiple airport system. In the first
model, airport choice and ground access mode were combined in a two-level nested
logit model. The higher level represents the airport alternative and lower levelis
formed by th ground access mode. "The second model was a muItinomiallogitmodel
in which the ground accessattribute was included in the utilty function of an airport as

14 The main difference betWeen amultiorniallogitmodeland a nested multiomiallogit model is that a
muItinomiallogit model isllsed to modeldiscrete chOices, with the choke to be made treated as a
function of the various characteristics affectig the choice, such as which airport, fare, nonstop or one-
stop flght, aMso forth, Itmay also include characteristics of theindividuahnakig the choice, such as
age, gender, income, etc. Sometiesthecharacteristicsaffectigthe choice have a hierarchical
nested" structure and nested multiomial logit model is used Fcir example, when choosing between

airports, a passenger chooses a ftghttoa desired destination thenanairIre providing the serVice. When
the same airline isservingmcire thaione airport in the region, the passenger next has to decidewhkhairport to use. 

. .
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the expected value of the maximum utilty associated with the mode choice model. 
eithermodel; the choice attibutes include ground access characteristics, daily direct
flght frequency, and average air fare. (38) A modelfor each types .of a passenger
(busineSs/non-business, resident/ visitor) was estimated separately. The area of studY'
is the San Francisco Bay Area formed by Wee airports: San Francisco. International
(SFO), Oakland International Airport (OAK), and San Jose InternationalAirport (SI

Simlarly tomany of the previous studies, it was concluded that the airport
choice is strongly affected by ground accesscharaderistics. Disutilty derived from not
having a direct flght option is stronger for residents; The resultsimplied that for
nonresident business travelers, the effect of the ticket price on utilty was positive
probably due lathe fact that they generally do not have to pay for their ticket and often

. havefrequent fler discounts. It was further concluded that improvements to SFO
groundaccesswouldsttengthen it as the dominantairporf in the Bay Area. Mcistof the
additional passengers would come from OAK while the SJCmarket share would stay
unchanged. The results also imply that if BART (rail link) is extended toSFO,
nonresidents would be more responsive and it would be the second mosOikelymode of

, access transportation to bechosen. The improvements to ground access, however,
would probably have different affects on different regions and case-specific studies
should be.condudedin order to. determine the effects that improvements in ground
access would have in different regions. 

CONCLUSION

In order to effectively plan and develop a multi-airport System, it is very
important that the main factors affecting airlines' and passengers ' choice ofan airport
are considered. The reviewed studies focused on determining the factors infuencingairport choice. 

Variables most often cited as being significantin determining the passengers
airport choiceare: 

The price of the flght ticket
Accessibilty of anairport
Frequencyofflights
Direct flghts 

A few studies further indicated that different categories of passengers place
different. value on these variables. The four passenger categories are:

1. Residentbusiness passengers

. Resident non-business passengers
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3. Non-resident business passengers

4. Non-resident non-business passengers

Some of the general findings are that airport access time, flght frequency, and
availabilty of direct flghts were important determinants or airport choice and more so
for business than non-business passengerS.

De Neufvile also concluded that the threshold for signicant development of
secondary airport is reached when the total traffic for the region is greater than 25
millon total passengers a year. He also found that the secondary airports generally
have 50 percent or less of the traffic level as at the primary airport. He also noted that
the airport type wil affect the split of traffic between the primary and the secondary
airports. In other words, a major transfer hub is less likely to split its traffic with a
secondary airport as, for example, is the case with St. LQuis International Airport.

As for the airline s choice of airports, airlines tend to allocate flights to secondary
airports when their primary airport is heavily congested or has so much frequency that
there is little penalty for allocating a flght elsewhere. More airlines are wiling to serve
more than one airport in a region with high levels of O&D traffic. However, as
connecting traffic increases, so does the concentration level because passengers do not
change airports for a connecting flght.
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APPENDIXB
FAREAN:D TRAFFICJMPACTS OF SOUTHWST ENTRY

INTO PROVIDENCE AND MANCHESTER

.. Southwest began service to Providence, RI (PVD)in December 1996 with flghts from
Baltimore (BWI),Nashvile (BNA),Chicago-Midway (MDW), Tampa (TPA) and Orlando
(MCO). .Sitnar service to Manchester, NH.(l\HT) was begun in June 1998 with flghts from
these same cities (except for Tampa, whose service was added in March 2001). . The
catchment areas for both Providence and Manchesterinclude Boston andsurrounding
suburbs (primarily to the SOllthfor Providence arid to the North andWestforManchester).

SHORT-TERM EFFECTS ON FARES AND PASSENGERS

One way to look at Southwest's impacts inthe Boston area is to analyze O.,D market
data overtime from each of the three airports (PVD, MHTand BOS). As an initial step, we
have looked atthefiye destinations listed above that Southwest served oil a nonstop basis; a
more refined analysis would consider beyond rrarketsthatconnect via Southwest through
these airports.

Since both BWI aridMDW face competition from neighboring airports in their
respective locales, we also incorporated Ddata from the pCAand IAD airports in
Washington, and from ORDin Chicago. To asseSS how Southwest has affected fare levels,
we looked at average fares in the year prior to Southwest's entry and the year after their
entry. TheresultsforPVD are shown below in Exhibit B-1; results JorMHT are shown in
Exhibit B-2.

Looking first at Exhibit B-1, we can see a dramatic decIinein fares atProvidence after
Southwest entered iri June 1996, averaging 45% in the nonstop O-Dmarkets entered by 
Southwest, This includes some .signficant effects in the PVD:'DCA/IADjORD markets even
though Southwest did not enter these markets directly. However, fare effects in the
corresponding markets served from Boston-Logan were much more restrained overall (-3 %),
although still quite significant intheBOs: BWI market (-26 %). This suggests that service from
PVD did not have a substantial impact on fares at Boston-:Logan. 

A similar outcorreoccurred atMHTafter Southwest entered in December 1998
(Exhibit B-2). Fares at MHT fell 45 % in Southwest' snonstop markets in the year following
el1trY'Cllthough the indirect effects atbCA andIAD were quite small while those at ORD
were much larger. Fare effects at Boston.,Logan were again limited (perhaps because any
effects were already induced by the earlier entry intoPVD).

GRA, IncQrpQrated FINALREPORT
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Another way to look at the impact of entry into PVD and Mil is to consider the
effects on overall traffic levels. Results for the year before and after Southwest s entr are
shown in Exhibits B-3 and 8-4. The results from Exhibit 3 for PVD show large increases in
traffic across the board, suggesting that Southwest s entry induced a large rise in overall
passenger demand, i.e., Southwest was not just stealing trafic from competitors at PVD. This
is consistent with the large drop in fares from PVD shown in Exhibit B-

The impacts on traffic at Boston-Logan were mixed. It appears tl!at sizable portions of
the BOS-MDW and BOS-BNA markets were diverted toPVD; on the other hand, traffic from
80S to BWI, MCO and TP A rose over the same time period. Overall, traffic at BOS increased
by a modest 4%.

As shown in Exhibit B-4, the results at MHT were broadly similar. Traffic at MHT
increased substantially across the board (except for MHT-DCA), while the effects at BOS
were quite modest (except for BOS-IAD). Again, these results are generally consistent with
the fare effects shown in Exhibit B-

LONGER-TERM GROWTH PATTERNS

. The longer-term effects of Southwest's entry into PVD and Mil can be assessed by
looking at the trend in traffic levels for Southwest vs. other carriers on a market-by-market
basis. These results are shown below in Exhibits B-5 through B-

In Boston-Nashvile (Exhibit B-5), Southwest's traffic grew quickly for about three
years after initial entry at Providence in 1996, but has since leveled off; meanwhile, traffic
from Boston-Logan to BNA has slowly eroded. In the Boston-Washington markets (Exhibit

6), Southwest has shown steady growth over the years; overall traffic has leveled off since
the second quarter of 2000.

A similar steady growth pattern for Southwest has occurred in the Boston-Orlando
markets (Exhibit B-7), while the trafic for other carriers has been relatively stagnant. The
pattern in the Boston-Chicago markets (Exhibit B-8) is somewhat similar to what has
happened in Boston-Nashvile: both Southwest's traffic and the overall passenger count has
leveled off over the last few years, but in this case traffic to and from Logan airport has
remained fairly constant. Finally, the results for Boston-Tampa (Exhibit B-9) show that both
Southwest at Mil /PVD and other carriers at Boston:"Logan have experienced steady
increases in traffic over time.
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Exhibit B..1

FARES BEFORE AND AFTER SOUTHWEST ENTRY INTO PVD
AV.. A,
I) ,

(:. .. .: , . . 

Exhibit B-

Fares Before and After Southwest Entry Into MHT

: ,

GRA, IncQrporated
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Exhibit B..3

DTRAVEL LEVELS BEFORE AND AFTER SOUTHWEST ENTRY INTO PVD
. RID

~~~ . .

D TRAVEL LEVELS BEFORE AND AFTER SOUTHWEST ENTRY INTO MHT

GRA, Incorporated
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Exhibit 8..9
BOSTON-TAMPAO-DTRAFFIC
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